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Wallet with $8,000
returned by two men

Murray, Calloway
collide again Friday

See story on page 7

Lawson to serve with
state's education council

See story on page 10

See story on page 7
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News In Brief
Tons of candy sent to Reagan,
WASHINGTON IA?) — When packages of M&Ms began arriv.,
ing at President Reaga.n's inaugural headquarters some workers
didn't know what to do the candies. So they ate them.
Then more shipments arrived. And more. More, in fact, than a
.. handful.
.
It seems the Mars candy company donated 8,000 pounds af the •
tiny chocolate candies to the presidential inaugural committee
for distributiorl at the receptions, parties and inaugural balls being thrown all over town to celebrate President Reagan's second
inaugural.
• When the bags began trickling into committee headquarters,
the military drivers in the motor pool just assumed it was someone's thoughtful gesture toward them for all the long hours
they've been putting in Chauffeuring dignitarieS,around town.
About 15 or 20 soldiers sailors Marines and airmen managed
Ti get through about 50 pounds of the candy before they realized the shipments were coming in faster than they could possibly
davour_and _thatthey-must be for some ether purpose. - — Perhaps it's a lobbying campaign to get the president to give up
his preference for jelly beans in the second term.
,

.•••••iYit*

Stone moving to new position
WASFitailiMN (AP) — Administration sources say Marvin
Stone, the editor of U.S. News & World Report, will be nominated
deputy director of the U.S. Information Agency, the Washington
Post reported in Thursday editions.
Stone, 60, who announced Monday that he is leaving the
tnagazine.-would become the No. 2 official at the agency, under
Director Charles Z. Wick, his longtime friend.
The job has been vacant since May when the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee rejected the nomination of acting deputy
director Leslie Lenkowsky, because of his testimony about the
agency's "blacklist" of liberals from its overseas Speaking
program

Elsewhere...
By Mc Associated Press

-

W.4SHINGTON — President Reagan, saying he wants more
, than a "piece of paper" from new arms talks with the Soviets, is
calling for a verifiable-agreement guaranteeing deep-cuts in the
nuclear arsenals of both.superpowers. .
W.4SHINGTON — Administration and congressional budget
writers are in agreement that this year's deficit-reduction plans
• should spare programs designed exclusively for the nation's
neediest. But a possible freeze on Social Security is still hotly
debated.
NAIROBI, Kenya — thiopia's foreign ministry has moved to
- defend the seizure of the crew and cargo of a ship carrying
Australian famine-relief supplies for rebel-held provinces.
Australia's foreign secretary protests the seizure, saying "we only supply humanitarian aid because people are starving."WASHINGTON — The Veterans Administration, armed with
tougher enforcement powers from Congress, is trying to recover
$1.4 billion owed by more than a million veterans who colleeted
money they weren't entitled to.
MONTEREY,Calif. — People with pot bellies are three to five
times more likely to suffer heart attacks and strokes than thcise
with fatty thighs and hips, says a Swedish researcher who found
it's not how much fat that counts, but where it's located.
KINGSTON. Jamaica — Leftist opposition leaders-are calling
for the government of pro-U.S.'Prithe Minister Edward Seaga to
'resign fallowing violent protests sparked by price increases. The
chief opposition' figure, - Michael Manley,-,--says-detnenstraters
have made their point and should stop.
.
NEW YORK — An -el Sharon said he was pleased but Time
magazine officials conceded nothing after a federal jury decidedThe news weekelY famed the Israeli cabinet Minister in a cover
story about the massacre of Palestinian civilians. Slug PMSharon-Time.
WASHINGTON — The federal govern• ment says there is a
potential safety hazard in about 1,600 transit buses being used by
nearly two dozen cities, and has.urged the manufacturer to recall
the vehicles for repairs.
•
Today in History.
Today is Thursday, Jan. 17, the 17th day of 1985. There are 348
days left in the year.
Today's highlightin history: On Jan. 17, 1945, Soviet and Polish
forces liberated Warsaw from the Nazis. That same day. Swedish
- diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, credited with saving the lives of tens
of thousands of Jews from the Nazis, disappeared in Hungary
while in Soviet custody.
Today's birthday: Actress Betty White is 61.
ThoughtgThetrouble with This-eountry is-that---tbereare too many-people going about saying, 'The trouble with this
country is.. "' — Sinclair Lewis American author (1885-1951
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CLOUDY
Today: Light drizzle and
freezing drizzle ending this
morning.' Remaining cloudy
' with snow flurries this afternoon. High in the low' 30s.
West to northwest wind 5 to 15
mph. '
Tonight: Cloudy with a 20
percent chance of light snow.
Cot in tho-Inid 20s. West to
northwest wind 5 to 15 Mph.
- -LAKE LEVELS
354 3
Kentucky Lake
354 4
Barkley Lake
, •
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Oldest president's
inaugural will have
more youthful accents
WASHINGTON t AP — Ronald Reagan, the oldest president,
is using his Second inauguration to try to hold the allegiance of
the nation's youngest voters.
"It's about time we received some recognition for our work,"
said Mark Schneider, 28, a Reagan-Bush campaign worker
from Red Bank, N.J.
"The two Reagan landslides are an indication that the country is becoming more conservative, orat least that.the
Democratic Party has lost touch with people like myself."
,.7During_the thre-clay celebration, the inaugural c
--- will-swum a patriotic musical- pageant for high School and
college students, a day-long Leadership Forum, a rock concert,
and an Inaugural-Ball-For. Young Americana------1• - "It's the president's Way of saying thank you, and his way of
recognizing how important young people are to the future AIL
this nation," gays Midge Gnau, a committee spokeswoman who
noted the 73-year-old Reagan received 60 percent of the votes of
those between-18 and 30.
The strong youth vote "was a phenomenon," said Reagan
aide Michael Deaver. "We'd all be crazy if we didn`t continue •
to work on that voter group. It'is- the future."
In addition to being geared toward younger people, many of
the special inaugural events are free. The youth inaugural ball
is priced at $50 a ticket and a.ticket for Saturday night's con- .
cert is $25 per ticket. The concert-features Keol,and the Gang,
Jerry Lee Lewis, and Johnny Lee.
On Sunday, the.hour-long National Youth pageant features,
the All-American College Marching Band, military choirs and
bands and fireworks at The Jefferson Memorial.
At the special inaugural ball Monday night, entertainment
will be. by two groups. Shalamar and the Skip Castro:Band.
Hubert Elkins, right, of the Miles Glass Co. installs a piece of
security glass in the area outside the U.S. Capitol where President Reagan will receive the oath of-office for a second term
during.ceremonies Jan. 21.

Enix will help 'sell' the Tenn-Tom
the waterway. 1-le's a member of
By CHARLES HONEY
the Tenn-Tom Waterway
Staff Writer
Murray's Z1C. Enix is a
Development Council, a group
formed at the authority's Ocretailer by trade. Now he's
engaged in selling an historic
tober meeting in Paducah.
new product: the Tennessee— In—order for the 23
Tombigbee Waterway.
tat
Enix has been ijnvolved in
full impact of the waterway, I 's
development of the 234-mile /going to take a selling job," said
waterway since 1974, and is vice
Enix. Marketing the waterway's
advantages as a shipping route
chairman of the Tenn-Tom
will aim to "try to justify the
Waterway Authority. As such.
he presented ta plaque to the . monbey spent on it in order to-offset.the adversaries who said it
president of the Waxier Towing
was a boondoggle." The
Co., in ceremonies Tuesday
development council Will prove
marking the opening of the
--Four-----other--Purchase—---t-he-projeef-''islastified-from-a
Area officials attended the
cost-benefit' standpoint," Enix
ceremonies with Enix in Colurriadded. —
The $2 billion project, which
- bus, Miss.
- Now that the first barge has
i7vas authorized by Congress in
made its way through the water1949 but not under construction
until 1972. has drawn--fire from
way's system of 10 locks and
environmentalists and others
dams, Enix is directing his efforts toward promoting use of
who 'say its costs outweigh

benefits. Enix disagrees. It will
cut transportation costs by putting producers hundreds of
miles eloser to the Gulf of Mexico and its export markets. he
said. _
"Now that the project is completed, we should be in a good
position to capitalize on it from
the standpoint of cheaper
transportation," Enix
me, it's a sure route to progress
__for Western Kentucky." Dan
Hutson. owner of Hutson .Ag. .
Service, is already using the
waterway to ship fertilizer and
--grain,----pet—arthe—Ten---nessee River at the Portof Murray. he pointed out.
Hutson was one of two Murray
residents to fly with Enix to the
ceremonies in Mississippi "ruesday: Steve ZeaT executive vice
•
„
_
Z.C. Enix

(Cent'd on page 7)

Succeeds Tripp Thurman

Conley new director.
of Senior Citizens
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Jacqueline Conley, of 302
• Oakdale Drive, Murray. has
been named by the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens
board of directors as the new executive director of the Mucray.
Calloway County Senior
Citizens, Inc.
Conley officially assumed her
duties as executive director this
week, after being chosen from a
field of about 25 candidates. She
replaces Tripp Thurman. who only recently announced his
resignation.
"She was fkmiliar with the office and her background and
recommendations were excellent." said Ed Chrisman, of
the board of directors. C,onleY'S
• work as Thurman's secretary
and her immediate availability
Were cited "by Chrisman as Nib
of the deciding factors,in her being hired for the position: '
Conley I. married to Harry
Conley, an MSU chemistry pro(emir. The couple have three
children.— Audrey, 23,s.nd a denJacqueline Conle, director of MurrayCalloa ay ('ounty Senior
tal assistant in Dr. Allen' Mof•
Citizens
- IS
•

fitt's office in Murray: Brenda.
20 and a student at the University of Evansville: and Caroline.
17 and a setae at Calloway
County-High school.
Conley is a graduate of Ernmanuerl-ligh -SchoOl of
Loiltsville and attended the
University of California at
Berkeley and the University of
Kentucky.
She has previously been
employed as office manager for
the David King Insurance Agency of Murray and has workedatseveral universities.
As the new executive director,
Conley Will be responsible for
the administration of several
_projects 'involving 8114140-F-citizens in the county. Foremost on her Lit of activities were-thesenior citiirn discoUnt card pro- gram „the Meals on Wheels program and the Green'houise
ject. The Greenhouse project is. •
-s jointly funded project between
. the Cailoway County • Senior
Association and the Church.,
.(Cfaise,a1 on jyaie
•
•
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January Sale
-

Women's Winterweight
Outerwear

Men's Winterweight
Outerwear

*Jackets, rain slickers, all-weather
coats, stadium coats
•Over 100 pieces to choose from
•Orig. to $150

•Heavyweight coats, midweight ja.ckets
*Over 100 pieces to choose from
•Orig. $49 to $109

NOW 1.99
to 29.99

NOW 19.99
to 29.99
Junior and Missy
Winter Sportswear

Men's and Young
Men's Winter Sportswear

•Sweaters, blouses, pants, skirts,
braze-rS, and jeans
•Over 1000 pieces in stock
•Orig. $1:2 to $52

*Sweaters, shirts, pants
*Over 500 pieces in stock
•Orig. $18 to $28

NOW 9.99

NOW 9.99

Fall & Winter
Family Shoes

Boy's & Girl's
Winter Sportswear

*Shoes, boots, and athletic footwear
*Over 400 pair in stock
*Ong. $12 to $109

•Pants, blouses, sweaters, blazers,
dresses, and suits
• *Oyer 500 pieces in stock
•Orig. $9. to $65

• NOW 5.99
NOW 6 9
to 19.99
•

Giant Aisle Sale
•1000's of items
•Continuous markdowns being taken -

99t to $5.99
•
•

•

Inventory-Store Hours:
Mon. Jan. 21, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Tues. Jan. 22, 12 noon-9:00 p.m.

-Penney

•

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
•
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

— • —'+4441+ •
4
Alli• 4,
e•

:11:—.014,4.
,
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PERSPECTIVE
Courts musn't abide
vigilantes' attacks
Vigilantism is the beginning of anarchy. That
is why every responsible New York public official
must come down hard On the man responsible for
shooting four rowdy teenagers who tried to mug .
him in a subway train. •
•
'They asked him for $5. Three of them had long
screwdrivers, obviously weapons for street
fighting. The man may have felt threatened. •
Before they could attack him, he calmly pulled rr
a silver-plated pistol from his waistband and shot
them all. Then he got off the train and escaped.
Overnight, he became a folk hero to many New
Yorkers who are afraid of violence in their hothes,
on the streets and in the subways. It seemedthat
once again life was ithitating art. Charles Bronson in the movie "Death Wish" acted the part of
just such an avenging vigilante, and there-was applause for his role at every performance.
• But we cannot applaud such action outside the
-theater, Individuals have the right to defend
themselves when attacked or threatened. But the
reaction must be reasonablecontrolled and ap...
propriate to the circumstances. Only the
minimum amount of force necessary. for selfi
protection can be used. In no case is violence to
other people justified in the name of vengeance.
We have a system of justice to administer punish:
ment to law-breakers.
It is argued that in New York City and elsewhere
that system has broken -down and citizens must
take the law in their own hands. That may be a
good premise for a movie but it is a pernicious attitude. in real life. •
Of course,a majority of Americans has become
impatient with the interminable appeals and
delays which our judicial system has allowed to
--olog-the-wheelaet-juotieer-Theindgesseenrunabie---- tcrsnake up their minds with any finality. Punishment is-always delayed and uncertain.
The answ.er.however,.isnot,violent action: The
answer rests with our lawmakers, our lawyers
and judges and justices themselves, who have the
greatest responsibility for making our system of
justice work and restoring public confidence in the
system.
We need non-violent vigilante action to reform
our system of criminal justice. We need more
angry people to take up the cause, not with
weapons in their hands but with passionate concern in their voices. They must speak out boldly, •
in the'Congress. In the legislatures,in judicial conferences, in the councils of the bar and in the
courts,, to establish a system of punishment.
speedy and certain, for those who break the law
in America.

looking back
Ten years ago
An entire day of activities on Feb. 18 will inaugurate an annual distinguished lecture series
at Murray State University and named in honor
of Dr. C.S. Lowry who retired in 1968 after 41
years as a member of the faculty.
Martha Sue McKinney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John D. McKinney, and senior at Murray
High SChool: has been awarded 'the Good Citizen
Award by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
.the Daughters of the American Revolution, .
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Roy Cherry, Dec. 28.
Assets of the Bank of Murray as published in
statement dated Dec. 31, 1974, were listed as
$65,558,438.01.
Twenty'years ago
A mobile home of Mr. and Mrs. Delon Courtney at the Elkins Trailer Park at Midway was
destroyed by fire the night of Jan. 15.
Snow and ice covered Murray and Calloway
County yesterday..
James (Peppy) Lawrence observed his 102nd
birthday yesterday. Formerly of Kirksey he now
lives at the West View Nursing Home.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Johnny Graham on Jan. 12.
Thirty years ago
Bank deposits in Calloway County gained over
one Million dollars last year with all three of the
county banks showing an increise. Banks are
Bank of Murray. George Hart, president;
Peoples Bank, H. Glenn Doran, president; Dees
Bank of Hazel, Darwin N. White, president.
Charles Coleman, senior. at Kirksey High
School and member of the Future Farmers of
America Chapter there, is the new grand champion of the Junior Dark-Fired Tobacco Show held
at Mayfield Tobacco Warehouse. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Coleman.
In high school basketball games Murray High
beat Bowling Green, New Concord beat Farmingtonond Brewers beat Murray Training. High
team scorers were Dale Alexander, Murray
High; Sparks, Bowling Green; Gene Mathis,
New Concord; Flood, Farmington; Wilkins.
Brewers; James Woods, Murray Training-

-
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Bus driver Pat Rowland's `boys'included
some of the biggest names in MSU football
which. When they got ready to
could into the one bus and came on
leave, though, one of the buses
into Murray. There were six or so,
could not be started.
though, who couldn't get, on and
. They Catled for help, but when it
they hitchhiked_ the rest of the way
became apparent that the problem
home. Two, I remember, were
would not be corrected in time for - Tom Covington and Tommy
them to make the kickoff, they just
Walker (father of young Tommy at
In earlier days of the passenger
loaded everybody - some 80 peoJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home)."
bus business in Murray, all the
ple in all - into one bus and went
• • •
dritrers had their regular runs with
on. Once repaired. .the other bus
Before, the college's football
the most heavily serviced being the
showed up at,the game just about
teams began traveling by bus, they
one from Paris to Paducah through
half-time.
would go to away games in •cars,
Murray. And, it:was not at all un"Boy, was I glad to see him drive
provided`by Bernie Warterfield,
common to have buses coming and
up!" Pat exclaimed. "I could just
Who operated a taxi business in
going full of Murray State students.
see us driving all the way back to
Murray. He also was the father of
When they would pick up
Murray with that load aboard!"
Harry Lee Waterfisld, twice lieutestudents at Wells Hall, then the
• • •
nant governor of Kentucky-and one
girls' dormitory at Murray State,
He also laughs when he
of Murray Staters most enon many occasions the drivers
remembers another experience on
thusiastic supporters.
would park- their_ buses on the
a football trip. "We -were--comm
"'I've had a lot of fun over the
dorm's semi-circle driveway and
back from McComb. Ill.,'-' he said,
years hauling the football players
go up to the girls' rooms and help
"when Hondo (Bill) Holt, one of the
around," Pat saici. "I've always
them bring down their luggage.
assistant coaches, told me that he
felt sorta like they were,my boys."
, "Why, I've even packed trunks
knew of a shortcut we could take
And -Pat's "boys" have included
out of there on my back!" Pat
and save time.
familiar names like Cecil (Slim)
Rowland:- one of those early
"We took' it, but you have never
Kent, Pete Gaudaskus, Gil Mains,
_driv.ezs, laughs. "Tha y,ou -thiallou---- -seen-sucirairoad-isryoarlife•--Al Girartia
=-TtIM
y iorvan Is an
could get a bus driver to .do that
row, twisting and up first one hill
Larry Tillman; as well as local
today!"
and down another. One of the hills
fellows like J.D. Rayburn, Bill
The primary pickup point in
was .so steep. I had to get.
Purgerson; Joe _Cartwright; Eldonthose days, though, wai Ambrose's
everybody out of the bus before I
Heathcott, Chad Stewart and Don
Tearoom, a student-gathering
could get up and over it. That was
Faughn, to name a few.
point in the building where Chuck
SOME short cut!"
Driving the second bus during
Simons has his music store and inOn still another trip, again to
many of these years has been JIM
strument business today.
Eastern or Morehead, they came
Albright of Paducah. Jim still is
• • •
•
upon a bridge near Danville which
driving Brooks buses. I saw him a
-For more than 45 years, Pat
looked unsafe. "I just made them
few weeks-ago, standing by his bus
drove one of the chartered .buses
--all get out and walk across," Pat
.waiting for the Austin Peay foottaking Murray State football teams
chuckled, "and then- we just eased
ball team to'board it for its trip
to their away games:
,
the bus across and reloaded. But
back to Clarksville after its loss to•
Riding- the front seat just to his
there was no need taking a chance
' the Racers at Stewart Stadium.
right have been Coaches Roy
on durnping everybody into the
He had gone from Paducah to
Stewart, Jim Moore, Fred Farout,
creek.
Clarksville, picked up the team and
Jim Cullivan, Don Shelton, Bill
"I almost got to play once, too,"
brought it to Murray. After he had
Furgerson, Mike Gottfried and the
he laughed. "Roy Stewart was the
taken the players back to
present head coach, Frank
coach, and we had gone to Athens,
Clarksville, he was to.have rettirnBeamer. •
Ga., .. to play the University of
ed to Paducah.
-' Although now retired, Pat still
Georgia. Charlie Trippi was
When Pat or Jim aren't available
drives one of the two big buses carGeorgia's big All-America running
'for a trip, T.H. (Mac) McNutt
rying the team if they need him back that year and his teammates
sometimes will fill in and drive.
and they generally do.
were big ones.
• • •
They never failed to make a
"One after another of the Murray
Today, the bus station at Walnut
kickoff, but Pat recaps some times
boys got hurt and had to leave the
and North 6th Streets is quiet,
when it Was thought that they
game. When only a few were left on
almost deserted and closed much
might. One such instance occurred'
the bench,Coach Stewart turned to
of the time. Only four buses a day
.not many years ago- when Gottme and said, 'Pat, if any more of
stop there - passing through on
fried, now the head coach at the
'em get hurt, you'll have to go in.'
runs between P'aducah and
University of Kansas and last
"On the trip home from that
Clarksville - at 7:15 and 11:45
season's Coach of the Year in the
game, the other bus became
a.m. and at 3:30 and 8:05 p.-m.
tough Big Eight Conference, was
overheated coping up Mount
The spacious lot just east of the
the Racer coach.
'
Eagle. When the driver poured cold
station where more than 20 buses
The team had spent the night in
water into the steaming engine, it
often would be parked at a time toLexington_before going on to Richburst the head on it, putting the bus
day is filled with new and used
mond to play Eastern to play the
out of business for sure,•• he went
farm machinery belonging to
Colonels or to Morehead to play the
on.
McKeel Equipment Company
Eagles, Pat -doesn't rememer
"So we just loaded everyone we
nearby. The big bus garage ivow
(EDITOR'S- NOTE: This is The
fourth and final column in a series
dealing with the, passenger bus
business In Murray and some.of
those involved with it.)
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'full of tractors and farm,
machinery being repaired.
Only one employee - station
manager, ticket agent,. book- keeper, traffic manager and whathave-you all rolled into •one. works there.
There are times nowadays when
theFe is no one at the station to
board when the bus arrives- and
times when no one gets off. Many
arrive empty, a,nd there are days
when not a ticket is sold, but they
keep rolling.,.
As for C. Ray, the man who
started it all back in the 1920s, he
died Feb. 29, 1964, in the Kentucky
Tuberculosis Hospital at MadisonVille, a victim of pulmonary tuber
culosis. His funeral was held at the
First Methodist Church in Murray
with the Rev. Lloyd Ramer and the
Rev. Clovis Kemp officiating. Pat
- was- one- of-the pallbearers.
His body rests today in the C.
Ray family mausoleum in the Murray i y eme ery.

iiêartfle

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
qiiestions and solve problems...If you
have a question or, a problem not
answered in these'columns, write to
Heartline, 114 Estallrayferi St.;WeSt
Alexandria, Ohio ,45381. l'ou will
receive a prompt reply. but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE : I was born in a
remote
motintain
area
of
southeastern Kentucky- I was
delivered by a midwife.- and as.far •
as I can determine, there was no
record of my birth, other than
Mother's Careful notation in our old
family Bible. She had no ink. so the
notation was made in pencil and is
now nearly rubbed out. You can
make out the month and day, but not
the year. I will be 65 in August, and
wilifile for Social_ Security. I know
that you need to prove your age, and
without a birth certificate as proof,
-what Other means can I use to prove my.age? B.R.
ANSWER: The best proof, of
course is ibirth or baptismal record
filed within five years of your birth.
Other documents that can be used
are school records.-census records,
Bible or other family records,
religious record of Confirmation in
youth or early life.: insurance
pcilicies, marriage records,erfiPloy.„ ment-records. labor union'records.
fraternal Organization . records.
military-records. voting records,.
delayed birth:certificate. birfhsertifiCate Of your own child which may
show your age. physician:s or Midwife's record of birth, or passport.
A Ise rlornmaforeign.coun
try, there should be -available a
record of his entry into the C.S. and.
- perhaps, a naturalization record. In
certain incidents where none of the
_above records are available, social
security may accept the testimony
_ of twolamily members or life-long
friends attesting your age._
If you have any problems obtaining such proof, be sure to go to your
sociat security office
advance- of your retirement. usually
3-4 months in advance, so that you
can explain your . pledicament. In
such cases, you may. be told about
any other documents that are acceptable or it may be -necessary for
social-security to assist you in finding trirprootnecessary. Be sure to
take With you any- records or,
documents- that yoil think might be
helpful. Also check with the courthouse in the country in which you
were horn to see if there just might
be some type of record of your birth.

•

•
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'WEIRD... RUSSIA VS. umity

s-r-Aits

IS GIVING WAY TO DOLPHINS V. FORTY-NINERS"

letter to the editor

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
Dear Editor:
veriftcation. The phone number
thought the letter to the editor
I
will not be published.
kind-hearted hunter asking
by
a
typewritten
Letters should be
word "harvested" be used
the
that
and double-spaced if possible and'
Instead of "killed" was a joke. Now
should be on topics of general
I find that you are actually using it!
Interest.
Leers must not be more than
Most of us hunters describe their
500 word*. Longer-letters cannot --activity as a. spat Ana justify it
'
as a matching of wits with the
be PuEditoblireslibd
ter..1
- Pr-Aibtia.r.,--. animai--;•"--dirtreint
-Irtrt!"-/slow
condense or reject any letter and
you have made it into. something
limit frequent writers.
entirely commercial - a sort of
Address correspondence to:
, Agribusiness. Now I find it difficult
Editor. The Murray. Ledger & •
on cold winter mornings to get
Times; Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
myself _cad of, bed to -go out and 420/1.
"till" the game field. It isno longer
•

Deer-hunting as agri-business
'tun and exciting. You have neatly
turned it into hard work.
. Yours Truly-,
T.W. Maxey
Route 6
Murray, Ky.
EdItors-Note - It's ails matter of
semantics to ug. Next deer season.
lf---ritirrlytertiltr". -pictures with'
deer, we will use cutlinesgiving the
hunter's name and weight of the
deer under the picture. Then the
readers can in.their own mind intelpret that it was-ha:wiled: kflU
ed, bagged or whatever..
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MURRAY TODAY
Penn Homemukers
mcct, Johnson home

a ju
ty
sele

Mai

The home of Violet blcasing.
Johnson was the scene
Elsie Williams
-of the annual holiday
party of the Penny presented a Christmas
Homemakers Club held story. -Gifts were
on Monday, Dec. 17. at exchanged.
- Also present were
11 a.m.
A potluck luncheon: Ruth Parker. Kathryn
was served with Marelle Walker, Maudena ButFarless asking the terworth, Artie Morris
and Murrelle Madrey.
The club will meett:
MI
Monday. Jan.- 21, at 1
p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Parker.
A WORLD
BEYOND PG 13i

estr3
fich
sity
sent
tion
Cal
Crir

witt
lice
den
rep
reel

DUNE

Recipe listed

CINE 1 & 2

By CECILY
BRON Ni STONE
‘1' Food Writer
LIGHT SUPPER
Soup. Salad, Apple Bet:
CLINT EASTWOOD
ty and Topping
3UR1 REYNOC`S. "
Lydie's Topping
control center 753-3314 - TiiTüãrt bowl -with
an electric beater, beat
3 ounces cream cheese
until fluffy — about 30
seconds. Add it cup
heavy cream and 1,4 cup
sugar: beat until blended:- serapinr—howl
necessary Beat in 1
SISSY
tablespoon cognac.
SPACEK
Makes about 1 cup.
Serve with Apple _Betty
GIBSONII;
,
or similar puddings.

CHERI 3

elf

-

Inaugural wear

itier
7/te-

First lady Nancy Reagan will wear an Adolfo electric blue,
melton coat trimmed with gold buttons and a gold chain belt
(far left) for the presidential inaugural and the parade that
follows on Monday. Beneath the coat she will wear an electic
blue wool crepe dress with epaulettes. She also will wear a

small, off the face, breton hat of electric blue crepe. She will
wear a Galanos gown with a two-piece effect for the balls
following the inaugural. Saturday, she will wear a red gown
(far right) designed by Bill Blass to the gala before the
inaugural.
AP laserphoto)

a1u

.•

Coming comnJunky events announced

Ends Tonite•Micki &
Mraude(PG- 13)
Ends Tonite•..
Avenging Angel(R)

Starts Tomorrow

Thursday, Jan. 17
Murray State University Faculty Brass
Quintet will present a
concert at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital -Hall, Fine
Arts Complex.

BREAKIN 2
ELECTRIC
r
er.,.........OGALO
BO
O

•

4

They're
back,.
;

DeVantils
Mon. & Tues.
All Mexican
Meals

EDDIE MURPHY

HALF
PRICE

BEVERLY
HILLS

753-1314

cnootnut st. 753-3314

.1111111111111111/111• 11111 111111111111111111111111111111 11 11
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Thursday, Jan. 17

----liondJa
ilY1.a
jtan
7.
53
1-1701
Calloway County or Dick at 436-2174.
Association for Retard__ _ _
ed citizens will meet at
Special registration
7 p.m. at the WATCH. Tm. part-time
evening
Building, 702 Main St.
students will be from 5
————
to 7 p.m. on upper level
AA-and Al-Anon will of Currli Center, Murhave closed meetings ray State University.
at8 p.m, at First Chris— ——
tian. Church, Benton.
Farm Fair '85 will be
For information call- from 11 a.-m. to 7 p.m. at
753-006 1 , 762 - 3399 ,- Exposition Center, Col.753-7764 or 753-7663.
lege Farm.Road. For information call 753-2400.
The Single Connection
——— —
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Men's Stag Night is
third 'floor ,classroom, schedvled at 6 p.m. at
Education Building,.. • Murray Country Club
First United Methodist - with Gary Haverstock,
Church For informa- Harold Hurt, Jack

• 11511111111116•1111111111111111•1111111111111961111111

Did You Get A VCR
For Christmas?
Then'Come And Check Out
Murray's Largest Movie
Rental Store — We
Have Over 1400 Movies!
Don't Let That
VCR Gather
Dust We
Have Hundreds
Of Varieties
Of Movies To
Choose From!
Winter
Hours
Good
Through
April
10-6
Mon.Thurs.
10-8 Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Sun. 1.5

COUPON

Rent 1 Movie &
Get 1 FREE!
1 Night Rental Only
Good Through Jan. 31st
COUPGN

Dixieland
Center

Movie
World
Will Now
Be Open
On
Sundays
1-5
Through
April •

Thursday, Jan. 17
Wallis and Torn Shirle in charge of
arrangements.
————
_Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall..
—— ——
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at the lodge hall.
————
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Center.
————
Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
——
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of - Beta Siena

75S-7670

Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Gateway
Lanes.
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplq,Ce Family
Restaurant.
_
Front Porch Swing
will rehearse at 7 p.m.
at the First Christian
Church.
"Group Piano for the
Adult Beginner" will be
the course to open at

MERLE flOR1111111'
The Place For The Custom Face
Bel Air Center

753-6926

Captain D's,

Coun
Style

FISH
DINNER
; 4.--Ittre:r4rior'
-nr#,
, ,
0

Preserv- ation First
has canceled its
meeting for tonight at 7
p.m. in the.. Annex of
Calloway Public
Library.
— ———
Carol Poe Group of
•First Baptist Church
WMS will'Meet at 7 p.m.
at the home of Rebecca
Cunningham.
————
Friday, Jan. 18
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 _am. at First
Christian Church.
————
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
—— ——
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Peoples Branch Bank at
North 12th and Chestnut
Streets to carpool to
dance at The Barn,
Camden, Tenn.
————
Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Minding, Paducah: For
information call
1-554-5071.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities..
. by the
senior citizens.
————
Farm Fair '85 will
continue from 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center. For
information call
753-2400.
————
Tenth annual Magic
Silver Show will open today and continue
through Feb. 10 on main
level of Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery, Murray

Jan. 18 An
State University.
opening reception will
be from 7 to 9 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. in J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
—— —
Girl Scout Cookie
Sales will start today by
Murray and Calloway
County Girls Scouts.
—— —
High Performance
will present a two-hour
salute to Jerome Kern
melodies at 6 p.m. on
WKMS-FM.
————
Deadline for registration for Table-Tennis
Tournament for Saturday at Kenlake State
Park is 1 p.m. today.
Saturday. Jan. 19
Family Night for
First Baptist Church
will be held at 6 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall Basement of church.
————
M u rr a y -Ca I lo w ay
County Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
————
-Table-Tennis Tournament will be at Kenlake
State Park.
————
Life House will sponsor a walk in support of
the -Sanctity -of--Human
Life Sunday starting at
10:30 a.m. at Curris
Center, Murray State
University, to Calloway
County Courthouse.
————
Keyboard Workshop
for area piano teachers
will be from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. For information call
762-4288.
— ——
Couples Bridge with
Rudell and Isabel Parks
as hosts will be at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
(Cont'd on page 8)
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at
Red Oak Natural Foods

•a generous portion of Country Style
fish fillets done in our own special recipe
•creamy cole slaw •crispfrench fries
•2Southern Style hush puppies.

Murray
111 N. 12th
753-9383

Thursday,Jan. 17
-6:30 p.m. in Itoom 202-A
of Price Doyle Fine Arts
Annex (older portion of
complex) at Murray
State University. For information 'call 762-6442
or attend first class
meeting.

A Healthy Savings—
For You!

••••
411%

SPECIAL,

r
Sales at Rental

Thursday,Jan. 17
Phi will meet at 730 p.m. at Ellis Center.
• ____
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will- meet at 7:30
p.m. at Commerce
Centre.

as
the
a d rr
'staff

To help you ward off those cold and flu
symptoms we offer those Vitamin C
specials:
•KAL' Vitamin C, 300 mg., 100 tablets.
Two For The Price Of One(While They Last)
•10% Off All Other Vitamin C in Stock Thru
February.
4
Don't Treat Colds, Prevent Them'
SIOW

99
Mayfield
Paris Rd.
247-0747

•
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.
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NATURAL FOODS
Mon.-Sat.
813 Coldwater Rd...
753.2844
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
aML
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Rodney L. Grogan
alumni and ad- miln(Qtrativa activities
as well as representing
the student body to the
administration and
'staff.
Members Of the
organization are required to maintain a
high academic standing
as well as participate in
other campus activities
and are pre-screened by
a sponsoring
organization.
Some 200 students are
Interviewed by a group,
made up of former
members Of the
organization, altimni,
administration, faculty
--and- --campus leaders.
Sbcty-four students are
selected after the first
Interviews with the last
and final selection of 24
students made following
a second interview.

Grogan is an aerosp-ace-dynamic
engineering major at
the university. He was
selected as a member of
the Freshman Forum,
Phi Eta Sigma,
Freshman Honor Society, Alpha Lambda
Delta, National
Scholastic Honor Society, and the Alabama
Triangle Association, a
honorary service
organization. He is a
member of the Tau Beta
Phi Honorary Engineering Fraternity.
Induction into these
organizations is made
through academic
achievement as well as
interviews with
members of the 'different organizations.
Grogan is a member
of the Sigma Nu Fraternity and served as one of
three fraternity rush
chairmen for 1984-85. He
is serving as scholastic
chairman for the 1984-85
pledges. At tile present
time,, he is serving as
treasurer for the Crimson Girl Capstone Men
Organization.
A 1982 graduate of
Hopkinsville High
School, he is the son of
Richard Grogan of
HopiOnsville and Patsy
Broadbent of Cadiz. His
" grandparents are Mr..
and Mrs. Kynois McClure and Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Grogan, all of
Murray.

1)
13,titiC
.tillatterti

likc. glass

BILLINGS, Mont.
I AP) — In the 'bitter
winters of Montana, the
wrong plastic trash container can shatter like
glass. .To avoid this, city officials "chose a
polyethylene called
Marlex CL-100 for trash
containers. Molecules in
the polyethylene
become cross-linked in
the manufacturing process and increase the
container's strength and
toughness.

TREVATHAN SCHOLARSHIP — Robbie Trevathan, seated left, signs a
declaration of guidelines establishing the Joe Pat and Robbie Trevathan Ac
counting Scholarship at Murray State University. The scholarship honors
the late Joe Pat Trevathan, C.P.A. and a longtime partner in the accounting
firm of Richardson, Trevathan and Howe of Murray. Others from left are
Dr. John A. Thompson, chairman of the university Department of Accounting; Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, executive director of the MSI. Foundation; and Bethel Richardson, C.P.A. and Mr. Tre%athan's partner in the
firm.

A scholarship honoring the late Joe Pat
Trevathan, C.P.A. and a
longtime partner in the
accounting firm of
Richardson, Trevathan
and Howe of. Murray,
has been established
through the Murray
State 'University
Foundation.
Mr. Trevathan's wife,
Robbie *Trevathan, Rt.
4, established the
scholarship with a $5,000
donation.
A declaration of
guidelines, was signed
by Mrs. Trevathan,
Bethel Richardson,
C.P.A. and one of Mr.
Trevathan's partners in
the firm; Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, fougdation

Helium-filled balloon
travels for 1,200 miles
NORTH 'PLATTE,
Neb. (AP) — A North
Platte couple celebrated
a birthday with the
release of a heliumfilled balloon in a
romantic
, that found its way 1,200
miles to Toronto,
Canada.
The balloon and a picture of John and Carol
'Townsend was found
about 90 miles northeast
of Toronto on Dec. 30,
eight days after it was
let go in North Platte.
Townsend said he and
his Wife released the
balloon a few days after
her 36th birthday on
Dec. 13, with their pie-
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Sells for less • Wal Mart Sells for less• Wet :Mart Sell

Save 50%45% Off
All Winter Clothing

Receiving Guess
Spring Sportswear!

•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
•Tops •Pants
•Shirts
•Walking Shorts

Save 50%-75% Off

•Scarves •Belts
•Handbags
Jewelry
•Access
Accessor
ories
ies

eN0

Large Racks of

$5 & $10

R4'NT
, COS •
DRESS I E%G•'

9.WEST•BASS
NINA•NATURAL1ZER
,:FE STRIDE•AUDITIONS
FOLDT71(ORKS•BUSKENS
•DEXTEP

• Wet Mart Sells for less• Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wal

Pants, Skirts, Tops'

AS

ALE

•

•

OPEN S

COAT

Across From Dixieland Center
753-3120

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

-4

Application forms for
the scholarship will be
available from the
university admissions
and foundation offices
and from the. Department of Accounting. The
application deadline is
Feb 15.

Sno.,%H/ Winter Weather Is Leaving Us With Too Mucriv'A inter Merchandise.

00
/0 OFF
STORE WIDE
FRI. & SAT. ONLY

Hwy. 641 N
Solo Good
Thurs.-Men
- 1.17 Nom 1-2/

Trevathan ,died Oct.
20. 1983. He was a
graduate of Murray
Trairing School and had
served In the Merchant
Marines and later in the
United States Army.

JANUARY CLEARANCE

Mrs. Townsend
received belated birthday greetings from Barbara Hiemstra dated
Dec. 30. She wrote that
she and her husband
found the baloon hanging from a tree near
their chalet on Four
Mile Lake swear Fenelon
Falls, Ontario.

WAL7MART

Mr. Trevathan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Trevathan, Rt. 7, began
working part time with
Bethel Richardson in
1960 while also attending Murray State .He

joined the accounting
firm full time soon after
his graduation from
Murray State in 1962.
E.L. Howe, Jr., later
jcaned the firm as a
partner.

eQIITS

RAMSEY
DISCOUNT SHOES

or

Titled the Joe Pat and
Robbie Trevathan Accounting Scholarship,
the awards will be made
to freshman or upperlevel -students who are
pursuing an area in accounting or an area in
accounting and computer information
systems.

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8 30 P M

ture.and a message offering its finder a $1
reward.
"My husband is a real
romantic," Mrs. Townsend said_Tuesday."We
don't have an .ocean
around here to throw A
bottle in, so We sent up
the balloon."

AZTECS
The ancient Aztecs the golden goblets in
are said to have con- which it was served
sidered chocolate such a were thrown away after
prestigious drink that one use.

•••••

executive direetor; and
Dr. John A.`Thompson,
chairman.of the university Department of
Accounting.

•

2

CONCERT SUNDAY — Guest Artist John
Houston Will be presented in concert by the Murray State University College of Creative Expression on Sunday. Jan. 20, at 3:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annx, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Houston has served as staff pianist at Ivan Galamian's Meadowmount School of Music, N.Y.,
and as pianist for Opera-South, Jackson, Miss.
He studied with Marie Taylor at MSU and with
the Argentine Pianist Sylvia Kersenbaum. On
the program will be solo piano works by
Schumann, Debussy and Rachmaninov, and a
piano quartet by Mozart. He will be assisted by
Mary Curtis Taylor, violin. Neale B.'Mason.
cello, and David Gowans, viola. Admission is
free and the public is invited.

PAGE 5

Scholarship honoring
late Joe Pat Trevathan
established, university

Grogan selected
Rodney Lynn Grogan,
a junior at the University of Alabama, was
selected as Capstone
Man for 1984-85.
The organization was
established as the official host of the University in 1964. At the present time the organization is made pp of 24
Capstone Men and
Crimson Girls.
This group serves
with the President's oflice as the official -student public relations
representatives in
recruiting, helping with

THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1985

WINTER HOURS
9:30 a m -5:00 p m

Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits

China, Crystal,
Siivei and Gifts
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Nancy Reagan talks
about fiimilv events
for the inauguration

Mrs. Mertie Knighi
cc/Orates birthday

DATEBOOK
Tournament at Kenlake

-Mrs."Mertie Knight celebrated her 85th birthday on Sunday, Jan. 13. in the Community Room
of the North Branch of the Peoples Bank. A buffet luncheon was served.-:--*
Mrs. Knight is the mother of Noble James
Knight of, Murray. of Mrs. Lyda Barrow of
Paris, Tenn..,-of Mrs. Marvin Allen, Jr., of
Clarksville, Tenn., of Larry.Knight-of Mayfield,
and of Mrs. Donna Jacobs of Miami Beach. Fla.
. Also present for the occasion were 10 grandchildren and seven great-vanctchildren.

WASHINGTON- -1-APt
In an interview with
- Nancy Reagan -says The Associated Press on
the White House is going Tuesday, Mrs. Reagan
to be bulging with fami- said, "We've got a lot of
ly members for her hus- our kids who want to go
band's second inaugural to different places," and
this weekend, but - she hasn't. scheduled
"there just isn't any any time during the
way" to schedule it.•-•. busy three-day period
private dinner with all when they can all sit
four children and their down together = for a
families.
family gathering:
The White,House, she
said, is "going to be
with' the
SHRINE CLUB - Being sworn in as officers of
Reagans' two children, the Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club are,
-Ron Reagan And Patti from left. Roy Folsoin, secretary-treasurer,
Available Only At
and
Davis: Ron's wife Jack Norwine, president.
Tommy Sanders, vice
Doris; the president's' president, was absent when
the picture was
BadtEl
BEttl
daughter Maureen by taken.
•
his marriage to actress
Jane WyMan;
Steel Emblem
We Also
rm
r
Maureen's husband,
Embedded In
Have
and Reagan's adopted
Burgandy
Racer
son Michael and his
Epoity On A
Lapel Pinst
wife: Colleen.
Solid. Brass Base
Ms. Davis' husband
can't be here because he
is starting 'a new job
teaching yoga on Monof
da'y, the cia
Reagan's ceremonial inKy: Oaks Mall
Paducah
augural, spokeswoman
Sheila Tate said.
Asked if she and
Michael 'Will ever feel
close after their public
.RIZPAH •CLOWNS - Officers of the Rizpah
falling out at Thanksgiv: Clowns of
Western Kentucky are, from left,
ing, the first lady said, Gerald Jones, vice
president, and Bill Holt.
-not-bolugwo-iii--prestden,t. lTfl 'n Oriams, seeretary-treasurer,
-talking about family
was absent when the picture was taken,
matters in public. I

Murray Racer Buckle

'25°

'1095

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

Club, Clowns elect new officers
-

/•

MI Winter Fashions .!;
*Jogging Suits
*Dresses
*Infant Items

•Sweaters
•Pants
*Coat,

Your Fashion Place

Olympic Plaza, Murray

ft

Fishing
/ for
0 Values

Ck*

So everything is fine, Shnne
and that's it."
It was Mrs. Reagan's
oomment in an InterThe Murray-Calloway
view-with a Washington
society columnist that County Shrine Club and
Michael was estranged Rizpah Clowns of
from his tallier and .Weste.rn Kentucky
stepmother that focused recently elected new ofon'family differences. ficers forthis year.
Officers of the Shrine
The first laciy's remark
prompted Michael's Club are Jack Norwine,
retort that she was just President; Tommy
trying to --excuse the Sanders, vice president:
elder Reagens hever Roy Folsom, secretaryhaving .seen their treasurer.
Elected. as directors
18--m0nth.o1d
• were Ralph Emerine.
,
grandchild.
Asked if there would 'two years, and John
be a chance during the King, one year.
The officers of the
inaugural festivities for
everyone to sit down Rizpah Clowns are Bill
together. •Nirs. Reagan Holt, president; Gerald
said,
don't know. Jonea, vice president;
We'll just have to see Jim Williams,
secretary-treasurer.
what all works out."
Clowns' directors are
But with all the eyents
scheduled for Sunday T.P. Farris, one year,
and Monday,.she said, and Frank Gavner, two
"You know, there just years.
1984 the Shrine
isn't any way" to armembership in North
range a family dinner.
BA NA AS FILL 1111.1.
SAN FRANCISCOA A1)- One of the most filling forms of fruit is actually low in calories. I >onna Higgins, director aDel Monte Kitchens, says,
• A banana has less than 100 calories-and is fu)1 of
gutrients,:. maming them a "good diet food.

American totaled approximately 900,000 who
are supporting 185
Shrine Temples and 22
hospitals'contributing to
the total of 162 million
dollars in the 1984 "
budget.
Local club officials.
said in 1983 over 124.000
children under the age
of 18 were treated on an
out-patient basis and
over _1 3,000 were
hospitalized.
Any person needing
help for a child with
burns or orthopaedic
problems and who cannot afford the financial
burden is asked to calla
Shriner for the
assistance.
The Rizpah Temple
and local Shrine Clubs
are ready and willing to
sponsor a needy child, a
club spokesman said.
The Murray-Calloway
County Shrine Club will
have a social meeting at
6:30 p.m. on Saturday,
Jan. 19, at 6:30 p.in. at
the Western Sitzlin

MMO openings available, .
Openings for the Mothers 'Morning Out Program held each Friday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at
the First Christian Church are available. This is
for infants through five years of age. Special activities for the children are planned and a snack
is served fq-eaci-child. Teachers are Sal Wynn,
Infants, Hestei• Gray, toddlers, and. Linda
Shouse, multi-age. Drop-ins are welcome,'according to Chris Harrison, director, who may be
contacted at 759-1647 for more information about
this special program.
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New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Life House plans walk

Dingo Boots
With Low Heel
Grey. Black or Cream

$38.95
New Shipment 6 and 8"
Leather Lace Up

Work Boots

$23.95 & $26.95

Milk Plus 6

Leather Dress Shoes

Soo

.14

Cunningham named
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham earned scholastic
honors at Mid-Continent Baptist- Bible, College,
Mayfield, last semester by being recognized
academically and placed on the Dean's List. He
also serves as pastor of the Hardin Baptist
Church. The son of Mr. and -Mrs. Bobby Cunningham, lit. 1, Dexter, he is married to the
former celisla Curd(4they have two children,
Kalista and Kory.

Patients dismissed
LWC-11 persons recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include Conell..031Is and Vicki Hosford, both of
Muray.Stekhos

New Shipment
Ladies Autry
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Aerobic Shoes
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Lt. Blue, White or Grey Leather

$28.95

Men's

Men's Texas

Work Boots

Western Boots

$35.95

$36.95

•••
Mitchum Antl-Perspirant

2.632
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INSTALLED MOBILE
HOME ROOFOVERS
.., Insulated aluminum system helps
keep you warmer in winter, cooler
in summer - Helps stop leaks.
roof-drumming. Tecoating
Ihstallation is provided by
a Sears authortzed =tatter

Men's & Women's Pony, Autry,
Conv'erse & Nike

Trust Sears to get

Tennis Shoes
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Life Housewill sponsor a walk starting at 10:30
a.m. on Saturday, Jan. 19, at the Curris Center,
Murray State University. to the Calloway County
Courthouse, The walk will be in support of the
Sanctity of Human Life Sunday the following
day. Eight area churches will center their wor-,
ship services around the theme that "God has
made human life sacred." For infor.mation concerning the walk- or a list of the ,churches participating in the services contact Life House at
753-0700. •
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An operr water Scuba diving certification
course wilt be offered at-Murray State University on Saturday mornings and Tuesday evenings
for four weeks, beginning Jan. 29. Students may
register at an organizational meeting at 6 p.m..
on Tueiday, Jan. 22, in Room 106, Carr Health
Building. The class will meet from 8 a.m. to noon
on Sattirom t
Dm,on Thesday.sStuden must pass a check-out open water test
at the conclusion of the course. Those who complete the course will earn national certification
by The Professional Association of Diving Instructors. Students must provide their own fins;
masks and snorkels. All other equipment and
materialiivill be included in the course cost. For
additional information call Ross Meloan,
762-6835, at Murray State, or Dale Bucy,753-6811,
Murray.
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New Shipment
Men's Weyenberger &
American Gentleman
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Scuba conrse planned
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Murray Chapter, Professional Secretaries International, will:meet Monday, Jan. 21, at 7 p.m.
at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Donna Yates, director of nursing at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will be guest speaker.
Her subject will be "Psychology For Better
Living."
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A Table-Tennis Championship Tournament.
will be held at Kenlake State null.on Saturday,
- Jan. 19. The event is open lb singfes players and
will be single elimination. A registration fee of $3
will be charge. Deadline for sign up will be
1
p.m. on Friday, Jan. 18. For information call the
park at 474-2211.

' Saloiloason g.oarontooei of roof mono', b•CM
Sears &ewe* and Co. 1954
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City votes
to reject
goat issue
SIGNAL MOUNTAIN:
Tenn.(AP)- City commissioners have rejected a proposed ordinance that would
allow residents to set
goats to feed on the
onslaught of clinging
kudzu vines.
The commission rejected the proposal 3-2
after Vice Mayor,
Marion Summerville
said she did not believe
the ordinance would
solve the poblem of us- n g hazardous'
, substances to kill kudzu.
Gordon Wetmore,
author of the pro-goat
ordinance, was/ fined
last October after he let
goats graze his kudzuinfested back yard in
violation of the Chat"
tanooga suburb's ordinance prohibiting
livestock inside city
limits.
• Kudzu, which can grow as much as one
foot a day, was planted
actoss much of the
South during the 1930s to
fight soil erosion. It now
blankets about seven
Million acres in 12
states.
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FLY ATOP POLES
Totonac Indian men in
V.eracrui State of
southeastern Mexico
practice their
centuries-old flying
dance atop 100-foot
poles. These vladores
(fliers) dangle from,
• 'topes • Mar'slowly unwind as the men 411-ve
toward the ground.....
•
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Lawson to serve with CHE
development," she continued,
She added that she hopes the
'and Dr. Lawson's work With the
experience and knowledge she
state agency that coordinates
brings back will be usefpl to the
higher education Will be valuable' university in the years ahead.
Among some of the topics curexperience for her."
rently under review by the CHE
Mrs. Lawson, who joined the
which are of particular concern
faculty at Murray State,in 1970,
to Murray State are unneceisary
explained that her chief assignduplication of university pro
ment will be to assist the CHE
,
staff with studies and proposals
grams and the feasibility' of a
community college in Owensboro
which it prepares to guide CHE
members in their decisions about
Mrs. Lawson, whose teaching
higher education in Kentucky.
jpecialitation is 17th 'century
"I will also be involved An the
English literature, earned the
review procedures by which the
B.A. degree at Mary Baldwin
Dr-. Kale M. Stroup, Murray 'public institutions are routinely
College and the Ph.D. degree at
State president, said' 'Mrs.
scrutinized by the CHE staff for
Tulane University. She is a
Lawson with be an asset to the
compliance
with
present
fornier faculty member at
CHE staff while, at the same
guidelines,- she said:DHlard University in New
time, the internship will enable
"I am excited about the in'Orleans.
her to broaden her perspective of
sights I will gain into the
higher education in- Kentueky.
She is the atithor of a- biography
statewide administration of
"Murray State makes every eftitlect"ievin S. Cobb." published
higher education-and I hope my
fort to provide opportunities for
in 1984 by Popular Press at Bowlcampus perspective may prove
faculty and staff to further
ing
Green (Ohio) • State
useful in some small way to the
enhance their professional
'University.
'
'council"
_

Anita Lawson

MSU nursing students eligible for aid-State, said the program provides
for a scholarship of up to two
years in return for a minimum
service obligation of two years in
a VA medical center.
Scholarship benefits include a
$600 monthly stipend and payment of tuition and fees and
reasonahle educational'expenses.

between, the _Tornhighee . and
Tennessee rivers, and is, the
largest project ever undertaken
by ,the U.S. Army Corps of
(('ont'd from page 1)
Engineers. The project required
,president of .the 'Murray.
removal of one-third more earth
Calloway County ehaniber of- than that removed
for the
Commerce, also went. -Others.. Panama Canal, Enix
said.
who accompanied Enix were
Enix and others are inHenry Hodges, executive director of the Purchase Area • vestigating the possiblity of a
foreign trade zone for the West
Deveiopment District, and Carol
Kentucky area, because' of the Rogers, PADD's public relaaccess to export markets affordtions officer.
,
ed by the Tenn-Tom. Products
Enix represented the waterfrom this area that can be shipway authority pn behalf of Gov.
ped down the waterway include
Martha Layne Collins, who is
limestone, chemicals, foreitry
the authority chairwoman but
products, and possibly West
could not attend. His presentaKentucky coal, he pointed out.
tion to Warder Towing president
But producers must use the
Billy Waxier was made on the
waterway and understand its
lock at Columbus, and was one
potential, he added.
of five ceremonies held during
the Waxier barges' week-long
"An economic boom is not gojourney from New Orleans • to
ing to happen overnight.- It's goSheffield, Ala.
ing to take time to promote and
The Memphis commercial tow
develop it, and find new markets
was the first to navigate the full
for our Products."
length of the waterway, pulling
Official dedication'of the.
a cargo of petroleum. Co-owner
waterway won't be until June 1
Eddie Waxier said the TermEnix. who is on the executive
Tom saves his company almost
committee planning the dedica600 miles of waterway, gutting
tion, said a ceremony will be
held in late May in Paducah, the
northern.head of the Term-Tom
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All adliblarship "benefit
s-are-exempt from federal taxation.
McDougal explained that he
has been notified that approximately $3.8 million will be
available nationally for full-time
nursing students id' baccalaureate
specified
and
master's degree Programs in

1985-86
Initiated in 1982. , the . VA
scholarship program has provided some $16 million for 890
An investigation into forged
awards to students in programs
accredited by the Natiorrai. checks in the Calloway County
League for' Nursing. The pro- -aria has resulted in the arrest of
gram was authorized by Con- a Paducah- resident and a
Buchanan, Tenn. resident on
gress to assist in pecitriding an
chwrgt-*, atrortzurg to
OP, Of Pro
nurses for the VA and to alleviate
the Calloway County Sheriff's
the national shortage of nurses. Department. .
Selectiran factors include
Martha Carolyn Cagle, 45, of
academic performance, career
Route 2. Buchanan, Tenn., was
goals, recommendations, arm
arrested Wednesday after an inwork or volunteer experience.
vestigation into the passing of
Participants must be willing to
checks at a local business. Cagle
relocate; however,the VA will atwas charged with theft- by
tempt to match _participant
deception over $100 (a felony
preferences with :VA needs in
and theft by deception under
making work aisignments.
$100 (a misdemeanor t.
McDougal urged anyone who is
receipt for the money.
interested to get a request for an
-Cagle was returned from _..
He offered no reward, Arms.
application in the Student Finan- Henry County to answer, tO the
said, and "I never brought it
cial Aid Office at Murray State. two charges.
up."
andsubmit it as directed as soon
In another arrest, the sheriff's
"It never occurred to me to
as possible.
department reported that due-to
keep the money," Arms said. "It
He said application requests or
an investigation conducted by
wasn't mine."
additional information about the
the department, Russell Ty
Salyer said it never occurred
program may be obtained by con:. 'i..Keht. 21, of 1127 'Monroe St...
to him, either.
tacting: Student 'Financial Aid
Paducah, was arrested in Mc-Oh, no," he said. "I didn't
Office, Sparks Hall, Murray State
Cracken County and charged
want nothing. I was raised from
University. Murray, Ky.. 42071.
with 10 counts of forgery-second
a boy to be honest"
telephone
(502) 762-25467
degree.•
•

Investigation leads to arrests

Two men return wallet with

$8,000 in $100 greenbacks
SWAMP BRANCH, Ky. (AP)
,Ruthford. Arms said when he
found it in the road, the old
wallet "looked like it had been
run 'over two or three times. It
didn't look like it was worth a.
nickel."
When' the 41 -year-old
unemployed resident of Swamp- Branch in Johnson County opened the wallet, he found
out
_
differently.
-There was no identification,
he said. But the billfold was stuffed with $8.000 in $100 bills.
Arms took the wallet to the
home of his friend, Curt Salyer,
a 79-year-old retired railroad
employee, also of Swamp
Branch.
While the two counted the
money, Salyer said he recognized the -wallet as that of William
H. "Willie" Tackett, who had
died that day. Jan. 8.
-He lived right above me,"
said Salyer, adding that he had
,seen the old wallet when he
"hauled (Tackett) to the- store

and back several times."
"I knew it belonged to the old
man because I knew be carried
a lot, of money," Salyer said.
"He had fallen over a bank
about where Ruthford found the
wallet."'
The two gave ,the wallet to
Tackett's son, Raymond, who
confirmed that "his daddy dad
lost a pocketbook," and Arms
said Tackett gave them a
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Dr. Anita S. Lawson, professor of English at Murray
State University, will serve for
the next several months as an intern on the staff of the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education
(CHE)in Frankfort.
Her work under the direction of
Dr. Roy P. Peterson, CHE executive director of academic programs, began' Jan. 14 and Will
continue until early August. She
will return to Murray State for
the fall semester..

- Nursing stird-erlts who will be
juniors or seniors at Murray
State University in 1985-86 are
now eligible to apply for financial
aid through the Veterans Administration(VA)Health Professional Scholarship Program. /Johnny McDougal, director Of
student financial aid at Murray

TH1 RSDAV, JANUARY ,17. 1985

The victim of the alleged
'forgeries was a Murray resident, according to the sheriff's
department.*
Kent, already in custody in
Fa.aucd.E, rs' charged there with
theft and forgery charges. His
case v-,Fillbe a direct submission
to the McCracken County Grand
Jury.
•6
Kadonna Woodall, 19, of
Fredonia was arrested earlier
this week on forgery charges.

Conley...
(Coord from page I)
"What I'd like to do is to continue the programs involving
senior citizens and have them
develop and grow with the community," said Conley about her
new position. Conley added that
she is still --discovering new
areas which she is resoponsible
for and that she was eager to
serve the senior citizens of the
County.

_
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SALE
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Helicopters
still after
fatal crash

NOW

12.00
it, '.—ot 17•00
.r. ,.. ,..1...........,... iP• 0lio 1,,
.

..

JA2371 1

HONOLULU (AP)- The U.S.
Extra-capacity 2-speed
Air Force has grounded 'its
._
worldwide fleet or-trtr-ss
Kenmore washer --helicopters until it 'determines
why one crashed into a cargo ,
SAVE S7000
.
ship while trying to airlift a sick
seaman, killing seven men, officials said.
"The grounding affects all
H}1-53 hilic,opters worldwide,
Capt. Kevin Krejcarek, a
spokesman at Hickam Air Force
Base, said Wednesday.
He said the decision was made
by the. Air Force Logistics Corn-'
mand at the- Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in Fairborn,
JA65811
Ohio.
,A spokesman at WrightTwo-temperature extraPattersdri Said today that he did
capacity Kenmore dryer
Our most powerful motor and automatic cord
not know how many. helicopters
reel make it our most convenient
would be affedted by the
*34941 same as above wthout cord reel
99.99
S100 00 OFF
grounding.
The accident,Tuesday occurred while the seven men were attempting to remove an ill sailor
from the Asian Beauty, at
Panamanian-registered merchant Vessel, 540 nautical miles
north of Honolulu._ . •
.
Olt
The Air Force reported six
111
--1
.
11
men dead Tuesday and one
JA5309
,
missing. The seventh was found
'A Spec a
,se "104.,
'P
amid the aircraft's wreckage
dUCPC.1 ,s an e‘ceor.mai
Wednesday.
The victims were of the
Beta VCR with 3-day
Kenmore microwave with
Remote control tablehelicopter crash were identified
recording capability
temperature probe
color TV
top
as Air Force Staff Sgt. John
Robert Gilbert, 38, of Advance,
SAVE $10000
Now
N.C., a parareseueman; Staff
Sgt. Kyle Dwane Marshall. 34, of
Each of these advertised items is.reachl*available for sale as advertised..
Waxahachie, Texas, a flight
Prices are catalog.pnces now found in our JA and WN sale catalogs • Shippmg installation extra • Mans Kenmore models a.adai,
engineer; Staff Sgt. Daniel R.
colors at extrecosl • Kenmo,e dryers regu.re coonecto,s not ,nciuded in prices shown • Ask about Sears credit plans
Reihman, 29, of Riegelsville.
Pa., a flight engineer:„Robert A
SaUafacUon iinirinteid or-your moniy-back
Jermyn, 24, of York, Pa., a
Bel Air Celitet
e Siam Roebuck and Co., 1985
parareacuernan; Capt.'David D.
Phon•
Mason,,,30. of'Springfield, Mo.,
753-231
0
e. 4041 'ite
753.2310
aircraft commander; pici Lt.
. • PV,
Most merchandise available
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
Russell H. Ohl, 28, of Vista.
for pick-up within 'a few -days
"
-'eo-pllot; 4nd CaPt;
Stephen Pindzola, 37, of DoVer.
fr
Del., the pilot. •
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sunday school
.lesson

MONEY TALKS
MICHELSONS

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

CASH ONLY
500/07/10/0*
off
to
u
t
STOREWIDE
FRIDAY JAN. 18
12:00 pm-8:00 pm

SATURDAY JAN. 19
10:00 am-6:00 pm

SUNDAY JAN. 20
12:00 pm-6:00 pm

by h.c. chiles
John 7:30-44
an elevated spot from
Many thousands of which He could'be seen
pilgrims made their easily, took a standing
way to Jerusalem for position thereon, and
the Feast of Taber- spoke earnestly and
nacles, the last of the loudly in order that He
three great annual might gain the attention
Jewish festcvals. It was of and be heard by the
designed as an occasion multitudes.
af thanksgiving for the
Christ spoke of their
concluded harvest, as a chief spiritual need in
commemoration of their terms of one of their
wanderings and sojourn greatest physical
in the wilderness, and as necessities saying, "If
a celebration of their any man thirst, let him
deliverance from Egypt come unto me and
and Settlement in the drink."
Promised Land.
1. The Appeal
The Proposition
This expression, "If
John 7:37-39
any man," marks the
Observing _the universality
and inmultitude moving dividuality of the apabout, Christ selected peal. This appeal is ex-

tended to every person
who hears it and thirsts,
regardless of his race,
country, condition, age
or the enormity of his
sins,
2. The Appetite
"If any man thirsts."
Thirst- denotes a real
and intense desire. Here
Christ is referring to
that intense longing for
Himself which only the
Holy Spirit can create in
the soul.
3. The Approach
"Let him come unto
me." This verb,
"come," expresses action, and signifies an approach to Christ. One
who thirsts for salvation
must come to Christ and
fully trust Him if his
thirst is to be quenched.
4. The Appropriation
This expression, -and
drink," simply means to
appropriate individually. Just as another cannot drink for a thirsty
person, so no other can
drink the water of life
for anybody.

The Problem
John 7:40-44
A controversy arose
as to the identify of
Christ and what should
be done with Him. Many
were impressed with the
gracious words which
He spoke and said,"Of a
truth this is the
prophet."
SOrne thought that He
was the Christ. Others
contended otherwise,
asserting that the
Messiah would come
from Bethlehem, according to the Scriptures.
Still others were hostile
toward Him and wanted
to arrest Him and take
Him before the
Sanhedrin.
Although they had
that desire, they did not
have the ability to do so.
His enemies knew that if
they should attempt to
arrest Christ the crowd
would be infuriated.
Moreover, men could
not do to Christ what
God the Father would
not permit.
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State party chief's wife hired for tax board
FRANKFORT, Ky. "prerogative of the the decision to hire
Mrs.
CAP) - The wife of the board, and they wanted Coleman.
state Democratic chair- to make this change."
"Anything they
man was hired as clerk
Butler said he re- (Butler and Mrs. Ford)
and executive director quested approval of did-was behind closed
of the state Board of Tax Mrs. Coleman's ap- doors, and I didn't know
Appeals,'but one board pointment in a letter to anything about it or get
member says the action Mrs. Collins, dated Dec. a chance to abstain,"
was taken b,ehind closed 21.
O'Hara said.
ticsa.s_
444as. -Golernan
He also doubted that
Victoria Coleman, been business manager. Mrs Coleman: was
who is married to party of the Kentucky legally hired because no
chairman Edward Col- Democratil Party. She formal board meeting
eman, replaced Ellis started her 'new was called to fire Mrs.
Merrifield, who had $31,992-a-year job on Merrifield.
served the panel since Jan. 2.
"I don't think there
its creation in 1964 and
Butler said he and was any cause for
was commended two another Collins' ap- discharging her, and
years ago for her job pointee, Dorothy Ford don't think the person
performance.
of Cynthiana, voted in who's been put hi that
Board Chairman Mor- December to dismiss position is qualified."
ris Butler, who was ap- Mrs. Merrifield and hire O'Hara told the
pointed in July by Got.. Mrs. Coleman. Mrs. newspaper.
Martha Layne Collins, Ford is the wife of state
Coleman, who was apdenied that Mrs. Col- Sen. Ed Ford, who was pointed party chairman
eman was hired for state organizational by Mrs. Collins in June,
political reasons.
• chairman of Mrs. Col- said he "had nothing to
"No, I wouldn't term lins' 1983 general .elec- do with this."
it a political appoint- tion campaign.
Mts. Coleman .-Said
ment," Butler told The
Butler said the third her husband "didn't
Courier-Journal.
board member John know when I applied foeButler, who was O'Hara abstained from, the job. He _knew abGreen County campaign the vote.
solutely nothing. I can
manager for Mrs. ColBut O'Hara of Kenton stand on my own
lins, said the appoint- County,said Wednesday merits."
ment is the he was not included in
Public Protection

Secretary Melvin
Wilson said Butler had
expressed concern to
him about a backlog of
tax appeal cases. Wilson
also noted that Mrs. Coleman's hiring saved
about $11,000 in salary
outlay. Mrs. Merrifield
was-paid $42;3rz-a-ye-se,-state records show.
"There's no sinister
plot here to put a
political patronage deal
through," Wilson said.
"We desperately needed
to make a change."
Mrs. Merrifield
denied there was a
backlog and said she
was "shocked and hurt"
when she was told Dec.
12 to either resign or be
fired.
According to personnel records, Mrs. Merrifield was given a 15
percent raise in
January 1983 for
"outstanding merit"
and the board passed a
resolution praising her
"efficient and capable
handling of the
dockets."

-
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Court Square
414 Main

Sunday,
- Jan. 24
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
-7-"Sanctity of Human
Life Sunday" will be
supported by local churches who will center
their worship services
around the theme "That
God 'Has Made Human
Life Sacred."
---Senior recitals will be
presented by Ronald
Oliver, voice, at 2 p.m.
and Craig Teer, percussion, at 3:30 p.m., both
in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts _Center, Murray 'Late University.
There is no admission
charge.
John HoLatah, guest
artist, will present a
piano recital at 3:30
p.m. in the Recital Hall
Annex, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. There is no
'admission charge.
----
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CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
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Murray

Saturday, Jan. 19
Farm Fair '85 will
continue from 9a.m. to5
p.m.'-at Livestock and Exposition CenteFor- information call 753-2400.
---AA and Al-Anon will „meet at 8 p.m .
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Christian Women's
Fellowship of First
Christian Church will
meet at 10:30 a.m. in the
church parlow._
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Kentucky News in Brief
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A former security
gord at the Blue Grass Army Depot near Richmond has pleaded guilty to reduced charges
stemming from the alleged abduction of two coworkers at gunpoint.
Gifford Clay Hatton,'34, of Lexington, had been
charged with kidnapping, assault, using afirearm to commit a felony and theft of government property.
He pleaded guilty Wednesday to the assault
and theft counts. and told U.S. District Judge
Scott Reed that the July 30 incident arose from a
suicide attempt.
According to police, Hatton pulled a gun on two,
other guards, took their weapons, forced than
Into a car with him and led police on a chase
from the depot to Lexington.
During the chase, Hattori_ reportedly fired an
N-16 rifle at his pursuers, slightly injuring a
Richmond police officer, who was hit by
fragments from bullets and glass. The chase
ended when Hatton's vehcile hit a boat in tow.
The hostages, Watler Shepherd and Larry
Fields, escaped unharmed.
Defense attorney Andrew Stephens said his
client faces a maximum of 10 years in prison.
Reed set sentencing for Feb. 28.
—— —
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gale Rush of
Burkesville was appointed to a vacancy of
Cumberland County's fiscal Court by Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
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Rush fills the vacancy created by the death of
Earl R. Prewitt as magistrate of the county's
First Magisterial bistrict, according to the
governor's-executive order.
On Wednesday. Mrs_Collins also appointed
James A. Rose of Shelbyville to the State Board
of Agriculture, to serve until Aug. 1, 1988.

Conrad and Dyer were jailed at the Fayette
County Detention Center in lieu of $15,000 bond.
— ———
LOUISVI14,E, i4y. I AP1 — Kentucky Farm
Bureau President Ray Mackey has sent _a
telegram to U.S. Agriculture Secretary John
Block, saying he is "appalled" over recent
testimony given by USDA officials to the Inter;
national Trade Commission on tobacco imports.
Mackey, in a statement released today, said
ITC members had to "drag" information from
USDA witnesses. He added that the USDA should
have made a strong case to show that imports
are harming the tobacco pro, m.
"They did not indicate what kind of import
quota should be established for the various
tobacco types," Mackey said. "I asked
Secretary Block to intervene and tell the ITC
commissioners what kind of quota would be required to keep the tobacco program solvent." •
Mackey is urging Block to make an immediate
recommendation to the commission. .
Mackey has called for the annual burley import limit to be set at 55 million pounds. At that
level, he estimated that by 1990, pool stocks
would odrop to zero, as well as farmer*:..nO-net__.
cost program assessments.
The ITC is expected to announce a decision on
.•
the matter Feb. 11.
— ———
HINDMAN,Ky.(API — Two Knott County jail
prisoners slipped away after using their fingers

—— — —
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Nicpolasville man who is confined to a
wheelchair ha's been arrested on charges of attempted murder, robbery and burglaries in
Jessamine and Fayette counties.
• "The fact that he is confined to a wheelchair
has not impaired his ability," said Detective
Roger Isaacs of the state police post in Richmond. "He gets around very, very well."
Charles Lane Conrad, 34 and paralyzed from
the waist down for several years, was arrested
last week at the Jessamine County Courthouse,
Isaacs said.
Authorities refused to discuss the arrest until
Tuesday, the day after they apprehended Lloyd
Estill Dyer, 44, of Lexington.
Detective Al Borne of Lexington said tne two
men and a third broke into an elderly wrnan's
home last month, robbed her at gunpoint and
stole her medication.
State police said Conrad fired shots at Michael
Foor of Nicholasville on Dec. 27, prompting the
attempted murder charge.

to crack the lock on their cell, Jailer Timothy
Amburgey said.
Deputy Jailer Maynard Sloane was sitting in
the front room of the jail at 4 a.m. Wednesday
when Ronnie-ffirtg.-47.-antFaranvitie--eouctr.
ran past him to freedom. Sloane gave chase but
couldn't catch the men. Amhtrigey said.
Amburgey said he examined the lock on the
cell after the escape and found-that it could be
prIn'open with one finger. King. who had been convicted of robbery.and
was awaiting transfer to a state prison. was captured by state police about eight hours after the
breakout, Amburgey said.
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MHS, Calloway collide again Friday

II

Once again its time
for the local game Of
cutthroat as Murray
High hosts Calloway
COunty in two varsity
basketball games.
The girls contest tips
off- Friday at .6:30-p.m.
at MHS and the boys
play immediately
afterwards.
The first meetings of
the season occured Dec.
11 and both schools First Region. Murray's
came away with a Tigers, 12-3, have a
degree of success. nine-game winning
Calloway's girls won the streak which began, you
opener. 59-38, but the guessed it. back on Dec.
Murray boys came 14 when they beat the
through in the nightcap. Lagers.
• Calloway. on the other
74-63. .
This •Friday's en- band, is 10-4 overall and
counters have all the,in- 8-2 after the Dec. 14 loss.
gredients that make this Neither team has lost in
rivalry the classic that _thyr,4101_
fared ,well in recent
-it almost always is.
The boys game Christmas
features two of the -top tournaments.
teams in the Fourth
In the Dec. 14 game,
District as well as the the Tiger's were able to

•

final outcome as the
Tigers hit 19 of 32 attempts to Calloway's 13
of 19: Four Laker
starters fouled out,
while the Tigers kept
everyone in the game.
In the district standings. Murray (2-1)
must win to keep- pace
with Marshall County
(2-0) while the Lakers
(1-2) need to win to
avoid falling into the
cellar with Mayfield
(0-2) and a possible
first-round playoff matchup with the No.1 team
in the district at the end
of the season.
•
The girls Fourth
District situation is
almost the same as the
boys except the Murray..Calloway outlooks are
reversed.
Calloway's Lady
Lakers" (2-1) have only
lost to Marshall County
(3-0) while Murray (0-3)
is in peril of having to
face the Lady Marshals
and almost sure

out-team the Lakers and
hold off a late rally to
win derisively. Stan
Rutledge of Murray had
a shootout with
Calloway's John -Mark
Potts as the rival forwards scored 27 and 24
points respectively.
To the Lak.eLrs'
demise, they couldn't

Itv_._whist)e__
their own home court,
committing 30 fouls to
Murray:8 18. In the end.
free throws played an
important part in the

Super Bowl Special
414
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H.t11111111111'.
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Only $
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Anytime during
the week you
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1 Free movie
for 24 hrs.
We Also Carry Blank Tapes To ..
Record The Game!
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We're Growing To Get
Your Business
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-QUANTITIES LIMITED

200E 'Nowt

& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

753,8201
_

elimination in the opening game of the seeded
playoffs.
When Mayfield (1-2)
knocked off the Lady
Tigers last week, that
threw Jimmy Harrell's
girls into a must-win
situation against
Calloway Friday night.
A fourth loss in the
district could prove
fatal unless the Murray
girls could force a lastplace tie by either upsetting Marshall ,County
(the No.2 ranked girls
team in the state), Feb.
8. or by beating
Mayfield in the last
district game. Feb. 18.
•••••
Ac.cording to
Calloway County
Athletic Director Jim
Nix, tonight's junior
'varsity and yvsity gifts
home games against
St.Mary have been
postponed because of
bad weather.
However, Nix said the
CCHS freshman girls
and boys teams would
travel to their respective games at Benton
tonight beginning at 6
p.m., but the St.Mary's
teams decided not to
risk traveling from
Paducah.
No decision has been
made concerning when,
or if. the J1 and varsity
games will be
rescheduled.
•
•
•
•
•

-CAPE GIRARDEAU,
Mo. — The difference in
free throws could have
made a difference in the
ballgame, but it didn't.
And because the host
Southeast Missouri
women could only hit 22
of their 37 charity shots,
the Murray State Lady
Racers escaped with
their third straight win,
66-64.
"My hat goes off to
my players for hanging
in 'there and pulling it
out. Anytime you go on
the road and shoot six
free throws to their 37,
you should lose," said
MSU Coach Bud
Childers whose team
evened its overall
record at 8-8.
Because of the lopsided line trips, the MSU
women had to depend on
field shots for the victory and four Lady
Racers came through
with double-figure
scoring.
Mina Todd collected

_
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ATLANTA (AP) —
The U.S. Fish and
Vilicillte--Serviee -an —
flounced that it has
begun arresting about
130 people charged with
taking part in illegal
sales of fish and
wildlife, including the
Chesapeake Bay
striped bass. _

•
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Lady Racer track athletes make Deads List
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(Sale ends January 19, 1985)
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Highway 79 East
Paris, Tenn.
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Zadnick 4 14 2 P• lillssett 5-21 1-2
11. Jackson 2-10 10-17 14,
Heltschmtdt 4 116-S 14. StUl 1.1 2 4 1.
Leonard 0-0 1-2 I. Peoples 0-1 0-00
Totals — 20-60 22 37 64
Rebounds — 37 Virginia Blisselt
9 Turnovere — 10 Assists — 11,
Heltschmidt 4 Fouls — 11 Fouled
out — none
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while Shawna Smith,
'Melody Ottinger and
•Lynnette Hayden
pumped in 10 apiece.
Tcidd's 10-foot jumper
with 55-seconds to play
put the game out • of
reach as she made the
score 66-63 in favor of
MSU.
In what has become
Calloway County
'almost a trademark of
Athletic Booster Club
the Lady Racers, they
will conduct a meeting,
itivAr. TIME AGAIN —The rivalry will had tO.battle back .after
Monday. Jan. 21, at 7 resume between host Murray High and Calloway
a sub-par perforinance
p.m. in the Calloway
County. on Friday, beginning with the varsity
in the first period to win
County High School
girls' game at 6:30 p.m. Last time the two schools
the game. MSU trailed
cafeteria.
met, the Lady Lakers and MHS Tiger* walked.
by as many. as 11 points
The general meeting
away with victories. In this photo, Calloway's
on four -separate ocaswill be presided by Ken
Brad Skinner (42) tries to spoil a- Murray.shot by
sions in the first half,
Miller.
Paul Dailey.
,File photo by Jim Rector
cutting that to nine,
39-30, by intermission.
Hayden scored two of
her,-eight points on a
The women in the
Point. averages of 3.0 or
The nine athletes and short jumper with 9:13
_Murray State track andt better on a scale of 4.0. their last semester to play to give MSU its
'Coach Margaret Sim- GPAs are as follows: first lead since the..first
field program are showing why they prefer the
mons praised her Kathy Meyer 3.75, Val minutes of the game at
term 'student-athlete'. athletes efforts saying, Lemoignan 3.68, Kay 52-50.
during their college "We are very proud of Holt 3.66: Diane ForidaW
,MIRRAY STATE'. ,66. Ottinger
careers
our academic ,perfor- / 3.4. Tracy Slaton 3.4,
5-4 2 2 10 Smith 5-15 0 0 10. Todd 6-17
mance .last .semester.
0 0 12. Hayden 4-52 2 111 Smalley 2-5
Last semester nine Academics is always an ,Gayle Peterson 3.37, Jill 0-04 Lade 4-6 0-0 S. Kohring.1-4
MSU track and field area we stress in our Consterdine 3.36, Kathy 2, Logsdon 3-4 0-26,MoIllnax 1-1-00
2 Totals — 31 67 4.6 66 •
members made the program and it's good to Hem 3.33, and Fawnda
Rebounds,40 ()Ringer Ii Tur
--navara--.-27.-Aasiats--20—Tactd41
Dean's List- with grade see us do-this well."
-Cox 3.3f)
Fouls — 27 Fouled out — Smalley,-
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NCAA approves preseason NIT as convention concludes
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - The struggling
National Invitation
Tournament, which has
been having trouble funding one tourney, suddenly has two.
Approval of a
preseason NIT was the
highlight Wednesday as
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association
concluded its 79th annual convention, one of
the tamest in memory.
The delegates overwhelmingly made the
NIT, the nation's oldest
postseason tournament,
the newest preseason
one, as well.
_
Jack Kaiser, athletic
director at St. John's
University; said 16
teams will be invited to

play on the last two
weekends in November
"to provide a dramatic
opening to the basketball season."
The amount of money
in the NIT's television
contract has decreased
and Kaiser said the
preseason tourney "will
help us stabilize our
tournament. We could
still make the NIT go
without the preseason.
tournament, but we
weren't sure."
The delegates also rejected a proposal that
could have wrecked national champion
Brigham Young's football program by
eliminating the exceptions to the NCAA's
limit of four years'

Intended "to eliminate
Inequities. There was
nothing vindictive
against Brigham Young
because of its present
position. It's been a concern for years."
Opponents claim the
exemption gives BYU
an edge because players
who have been on missions are older and
more mature.

_regionals around the
country with the survivors playing the next
weekend, "hopefully in
(New York's) Mattison
Square Garden."
He .said it would be
"different in nature"
from the established
NIT'. "I think the
postseason tournament
will be for middleechelon teams that can't
get into the NCAA TourThe postseason NIT nament," he said. "We
format will not be hope the preseason NIT
changed by the will attract some Top
preseason NIT, which Twenty-type teams."
will not count against
The games will be
the NCAA's 28-game held on Friday and Sunlimit on regular-season day nights so they won't
basketball games. conflict with pro and
Kaiser said the first college football.
weekend would consist
of a quartet of four-team
•

eligibility in a five-year pleased," said BYU
period for time spent in athletic director Glen
the armed services, on Tuckett, who had
official church missions prepared a four-page
or with organized speech opposing the
foreign aid services of 'plan but never had to
the U.S. government. use it.
Many BYU players
Wilford S. Bailey,
served a two-year mis- faculty representative
sion for the Mormon at Auburn and, a
Church, which does not member of the policycount against their five making NCAA Council,
years.
which sponsored the
"We're elated really legislation, said it was

After 1-4 beginning, Wildcats lead ,SEC .

a
3
:s
3t
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"I think it was very ef- sure what we were
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
fective," Hall said of the
playing."
zone. "Had they' conHorace McMillan
LINDY SUITER
MISSISSIPPI ST (57) - T
901 SYCAMORE
McKinley 3-3 2-2 8. Madison 0.1
753-8355
tinued (shooting) in the. scored 16 points, 13 in
Robinson 3-4 0-0 6, C. Robinson
4-4 4 Totals 19-38 20-26 58
27 3-4 7, Brown 4-9 0-0 8, Norsecond half, we wouldn't" the second half, and Joe
Halftime - Mississippi St. 31.
wood 6-13 1-1 13. Taylor 9-15 0-0
Kentucky 26. Fouled out be smiling right now."
Ward added_ 13 as
IS, Dillon 1-4 1.26, Peters 0-00-0
Taytor. Rebounds - Mississippi
0. Totals 26-52 5-7 57.
Coach Bob Boyd said, Georgia lifted its record
St. 28 (Brown 7), Kentucky 22
KENTUCKY 1581 - Walker
(Walker 8 Assists "Our team played well to 10-4 and 2-3. Florida,
Nabonal Basketball Association
5.12 54 15, Bennett 2-4 0-2 4, ...platatsacioinaco.tu.
Kentucky
.
eysoisiese asfar as-rm eccern
WW1*
P
-bd.--width fell to 104and 3-2,
26 14 .660 II (Harden 4) Total fonts By The Associated Press
2-4 8, Harden 2-4 4-4 8. Andrews
21 19 525 5
Mississippi St. 23, Kentucky 15
Our
team
can
got
play with
21 points from AnEASTERN CONFERENCE
LA
Cl
niA
l
ppers
01 0-0 0. Davender 3-3 3-4 9.
t9 22 463 741
A - 23,628
Atlantic Division
L pct. G.
any teamn in the league. drew Moten.
18 21 462 721
W
21"
A.
I don't mean, that to , "Defense, was obBoston
33 6 846 Golden
19'ClooalrticieWeandState
10 28 263 15
Philadelphia
season.
at 9,5 for the year and sound cocky, but this viously the key to the
33 6 846 Wednesday's Games
Washington
22 17 564 11
New Jersey 100 Chicago 94
In the only other game 4-1 in the SEC. They team will improve as we game," Georgia
New Jersey
Coach
Philadelphia 1.22 Atlanta 29
of the night Tennessee have a half-game lead go along.New
York
13
19 41
30 :4137
Hugh Durham said.
317 21
Boston 104. L.A. Lakers 102
14
Central Division.
whipped cross-state over Alabama and LSU,
Wasfilsigton 103. Utah 101
•
•
"BLit the main thing was
Milwaukee
.659
77 14 .
Denver 115 Golden State 107
rival Vanderbilt 87-79.
each 4-;.
The Bulldogs were we came prepared to
Detroit
Z. 16 .568 4
Phoenix 96, Dallas 96
Chicago
Louisiana State, the
19 SO .467 7
L.A. Clippers 96 Houston 88
Freshman Richard picked to finish ninth in play. We accepted the
Atlanta
16 .23 .416 10
Thursday's Games
preseason favorite,. Madison played a_ kex .this year's race.
challenge of playing on
Cleveland
Detrott at New York
11 26 .306 131,
Indiana
visits Mississippi in the role for the Wildcats,
11 27 .2111 14%.
sanymi
Cle elan
todniaotaChi
t K.
cago city
Kenny Walker led the the road against a team
only SEC game tonight who had not had a 1-4 Wildcats with 15 points, that was leading
WESTERN
CONFERENC
the
E
Frittay's Games
and all 10 teams return start since the beginn- the first time in seven conference."
Mittieest
Seattle at Atlanta
Denver
V. 17 575 Boston at Indiana
to action Saturday - ing of the 1926-27 games he was held.
Bobby Lee Hurt'
538
21 18 688
New Jersey t Mwvau
erkee.
Houston
Alabama at Tennessee, campaign.
under 20. Tracy Taylor scored 15 points and had
21 18
Washington at Denver
San Antonio
4141
17
44
20
Portland
Auburn at Georgia,
at
Utah
Madison hit two free had 18 for State, 7-7 and 12 rebounds for
Utah
17 23 426 6
Houston
atatPhoenix
L A lcers
Florida at Kentucky, throws with 18 seconds 3-2.
Kans.seCit),
Alabama, 12-3, and
13 25 342 9
Dallas
LSU at Vandy and Ole remaining to give the
"What it boiled clov-in Gerald White led
Miss at Mississippi Cats a 58-53 lead and he to was who played the Auburn, 10-4
and 2-3,
State.
also worked the point of best defense and they with 17 points. Bama
"We'd a lot rather be a 1-2-2 zone defense in did," Coach Norm Sloan held a 12-point
lead in
ColNyes Basketball
there than other places the second half that shut of Florida said after the first half,
Wichita St 84, Indiana St 80
60 OT
lost it in
Wednesday's Scores
Youngstown St 58. Hiram 56
Texas Tech 64 Arkansas 44
we could be," Hall said down the hot-shooting Georgia held inside the second and
EAST
then
SOUTHWEST
Army 60, Fairfield 68
of Kentucky's SEC lead. Bulldogs. State hit 71 threat Eugene turned it on again
Houston
77.
Rice
73
FAR WEST in the
Bucknell Fa. Delaware 76
Oklahoma 92. Missouri 66
Idaho 69 E Washington 66
_The Wiildcats, who percent from the field in McDowell. to only 10 final three minutes, goGeorgetown 85. Providence 44
Oklahoma St PC Qeorado 76
Nev -Las Vegas 93 Cal Sakta
Loyola. Mst 86, Wagner 64
have claimed 35 con- the first half but only 11 points. "They worked ing ahead to stay 55-53
Stetson 66, Pan American 59
Barbara 76
Maine 56. New Hampshire 51
Texas 68, Baylor 66
ference titles in 51 of031 attempts in the harder and played good on Mark Gottfrie
Pacific
61. N Mexico St 56
/Lariat 64, Fairleigh Dickinson 56 Texas A&M 66 Town Ohriatlan
d's
Wyoming 77. Air Force 75 OT
seasons of competition, second.
Navy 74. Lafayette 71, 20T
solid basketball. I'm not 25-footer with 2:55
Syracuse 90 Seton Hall 80
remaining.
SOUTH
-Alabama 60. Auburn 56
"It feels great to come
Al.trmlngh&m 69. Jacksonin here and get such a
y e .
Augusta Coll 85. Georgia St. 69
big win," Alabama
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Marshall Co 46 Lou Fern Creek
'tGeorgia 71. Florida 60
By Ti. Associated Press
42
Turk said his players anything. They out- Michael Jett to cut the Coach Wimp Sanderson,- Names Madison 64, American 60
Wednesday's
Games
Lou PR,F' 75 Lea Catholic 48
/Kentucky 58, Mississippi St 57
were "decisive under, hustled us every step of margin to 29-22 at said. "The most imporis
Boys
Scott Co 58 Lou Trinity 55
Maryland 94. Clemson 84
tant
thing
Masser
about
)111
Co
77
Pad
the
dogs" who hung on until the way," Crum said.
N. Carolina 86. N. CaroUrut St 76 Tilghman
Intermission.
game was that we didn't
Richmond
Mason 76.the end for the first time
Wheelwright 69, Cordla 57
The victory rafsed the
In the second half,
Grant Co A. Pendleton 62
OT
,
throw in the towel (-after
Um Inset. Tyr/
1610tt -CO"CErl--59, Wfdte-sburg 57
this year.
Golden Eagles' record Louisvil
S Mississippi 72. LoulsvUle 63
le was ahead
Second
Round
Lou
Waggener
blowing
62 Lou Col
the lead)."
Tennessee 87. Vanderbilt 79
Although the Golden to 5-10 overall and 1-1 in 45-43 with 10:37 to go
Lou Seneca 80 Ann11,, 74
karate 33
1,4 Carolina 84, Campbell 63
Tony White and AnEagles' play was a the Metro Conference, when the Eagles scored
MIDWEST
BuLer 64. W UltnoLs 55
study in motivation, while the Cardinals fell six unanswered points thony Richardson each
Cincinnati 73, S. Carolina 51
Louisville coach Denny to 9.5 and 2-1 in the tc( take a 49-45 lead. The scored 21 points and
Cleitelsuid
St 52. Akron 50
Michael Brooks added
Crum spoke of his league.
Kent St -89, W Michigan 81
Cardinals never got
18 in Tennessee's vicMarquette 58, UUca 53. OT
LONDON (AP) - was officially
tearn's effort as a study
Louisville, with 4:12 to closer than two points
N Illinois 86. Ball St 71,
named
tory. Richardson 4 all
John
In laziness.
McEnroe. who re- World champion
Nebraska
Kansas
75,
St
63
go in the first half, ran the rest of the way.
of
-11
Notre
of
Dame
his
96,
Holy
free
Cross
thro
61
attained
his
"We got exactly what off 12 unanswered points
Volvo Grand men's tennis. by the InLOUISVILLE (63) - Valentine
Ohio
U
73,
SUchigan-66
E
tempts
to lift his string
Prix Masters 'title in
we earned. Nothing. We to grab a 29-20 lead, but 0-00-00. McSwain 440-0 Sumpter
Purdue 50. Northwestern 49
ternational Tennis
3-8 0-06, Jones 1-I 2-24. West 3-50.0 of successful tries to 26.
Toledo 71 Miami. Ohio 68
New York on Sunday.
played just horrible and the Eagles scored a 6.
Federation.
Jeter 0-0 0-0 0, Forrest 4-100-1 8.
The victory lifted the
we,didn't come to play final bucket on a 5-foot Crook 2-4 I•2 5, Hall 3-8 0-0 6,
6-10 8-8 20. Totals 26-52 Vols to 12-5 and 3-2 and
tonight. We didn't do jumper by junior guard Thompson
11-13 63.
-5- wrississrperrrzr±:TIMM're Vandy.fellIn84and 1-4.
901 S. SYCAMORE
8.8 16. Stler4.5 6-8 14. White 040-0 0. Phil Cox led the Com753-8355
Jett 7-11 1-5 18. Keys 0-1 2-2 2, modores with 29 points.
Williams 3-7 2-3 8, Simmons 2-5 1-6
8, Crowley 2-2 2.2 6 Totals 72-46
23.3472
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026-CHECK OUR
Halftime - Louisville
_4.
PRICES
300 police guarding the coat or warm jacket. Mississippi V Fouled out -72.Hall
turf.
Alcoholic beverages, Rebounds - Louisville 31 (Sumpter. Thompson 71. S Mississippi
Fans won't be allowed
umbrellas and coolers (Stier 5) Inialsts - Louisville 248
West. Halt Si. S. Mississippi 10
to bring anything but are on a list of items
4) Total fouls - Louisville 25,
themselves and a rain- that can't be carried in. (Jett
S Mississippi Id A - 5.132

H A 74T I E S
R G,
Miss. (AP) - Southern
Mississippi coach M.K.
-Turk Said the crowd-Vas
with his team in its 72-63
'stunning victory over
Louisville in Metro Conference 6asketball
action.
':Tonight the crowd
hung with us the whole
game. They were our sixth man," he said
Wednesday night after
the Golden Eagles' first
victory .over the
Cardinals.
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UK-Miss. State Box Score

National Basketball Association

ON.

College Basketball Scores

Southern Mississippi stuns U of L, 72-63

!•1'

17
5
6
.0

them,' " Byers said
"Selling them at
substantially increased
levels would finance
whatever was proposed
in the recruiting - such
as automobiles."
On Tuesday,
'delegates granted'
greater autonomy, to
major football schools
and tabled for one year
a controversial plan
outlawing a variety of
performance-enhancing
drugs.
In other action, the
NCAA's "Postseason
Football Committee
was given the power to
levy fines on bowl
games that violate
NCAA rules

SCOREBOARD

Kentucky nudges Mississippi State, 58-57

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
In a season in which
Kentucky got off to its
worst start (1-4) since
before the Adolph Rupp
era, the Wildcats suddenly find themselves
-allelone_atthe totrin.the
Southeastern Conference basketball race.
"We'll enjoy it while
we can," Coach Joe B.
Hall said Wednesday
night after the Wildcats
edged Mississippi State
58-57, knocking the
Bulldogs out of a- threeway share of the lead.
Georgia gave the
perennial SEC power a
helping hand by claiming one of .the few road
victories in the SEC this
season, a 71-60 triumph
at Florida, whiCh had
shared first place with
Kentucky and Mississippi State after last
week's action.
Alabama also struck
on the road Wednesday
night. trimming Auburn
60-55, giving road teams
only their seventh victory in 26 conference
contests so far this

According to Walter
Byers, executive director of the NCAA, one of
the convention's most
significant actions was
abolishment of complimentary tickets for
athletes. Instead of
tickets, frequently sold
in violation of NCAA
rules, there will be
given a pass list which
can be used only by an
athlete's relatives or
fellow students.
"One of the favorite
devices has been to give
the complimentary
tickets to the parents of
a' prospect and tell
them, 'The tickets are
yours and you can do
anything you want with

High School Basketball

Pro Tennis
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Super Bowl security is no joke

.r

SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) - A helicopter, a
small army of police
and private security
agents, an 8-foot fence
with six rows of barbed
wire on top and standby
riot squads are part of
an elaborate plan to protect the Super Bowl
teams and fans at the
game.
Authorities expect
about 110,000 people in
and outside Stanford
Stadium when the game
kicks off at 6 p.m. EST
on Sunday.
Officials involved in
guarding San Francisco
49er players and
coaches and the public
from enthusiastic fans
and others are reluctant
to discuss idetails such
as numbers of police or
costs.
But the 85,000 who
plunked down $60 and a
lot more for a ticket to
attend the game can get
an idea of what to
expect.
Home team fans may
be distressed when they
• find their seats, but the
NFL specifically programs ticket sales so
fan seats are away from
the field "to dampen the
enthusiasm of someone
who
t 7.7ant ter-get
onto the field," said
Super Bowl security
chairman George Emil.
Those who try to
swarm the field atter
the game- will have to
break through a ring of

Kitchen
Cabinets

4TREAS

50% Off

BUILDING CENTERS

Merillot
In Stock - Buy Now!

What's Up At
Hatcher
Toyota-Lincoln-Mercury
SALES
Not Prices
Our Lincoln Mercury Sales Were Up 44c', In 1984.
Our Toyota Sales Even With Import Restrictions
Were Up 35.5%

759-4026
e'
\ Contractors
(I

$2195
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12/2 WG 250 Ft.
I
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Vanity
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0

$4488

•

19"x17"
With Top

No Price Increase

and
Builders
Call Steve
at
759-4026
Let us
Make You

Water
Heater
$9995
30 Gal. Electric

We Stock

Ruth-Berry
Well
Pumps

Money!
Call Now!

•

Unlike GM and Chrysler We Have Not Raised Our
Prices In 1985

Glidden Spread

Pre-Cut 2x4 Wallpaper
Economy 89'
_ Off Utility $1.29
$499
All 125
'Stud Grade $1,59
'4" 4'x8'
Stock Patterns
.

Waferboard

Wall
Paint
' $599

Now Is The Best Time
Ever To Deal At

400/0

Gal.

Hatcher
Toyota-Lincoin-Mercpry
DBA Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th

161 Aluminum

Electrical
Wire

a
0

Storm
Doors
$4988
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VISA'

753-4961
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Mon.-Frt.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 ill 4:00

739-4026
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One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.
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Schroeder well enough to care for himself
Schroeder, 52, has his exercise routine
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
William adapted well to therapy _ recently. climbing a set
(AP)
S.4 h-r re 41-4-r--4 a a -to -help his recovery- - nf five stairs twice, lcrecovered- well enough from three strokes on vine said in a tapeto take care of his pef- Dec. 13, and spends as recorded message
sonal needs and the ar- long as 25 minutes a day." Wednesday. Dieticians
tificial heart recipient is riding an excercise at Humana Hospital
being weaned gradually bicycle. said Bob Irvine, Audubon added variety
from nursing care, a director of public rela- to his menu, serving
hospital spokesman lions for Humana Inc.
him fresh strawberries
He added variety to 'and chilled seafood„for
says

f,t71

Your individual
Horoscope

Wys

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 18, 1985

col€

. j‘will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
Wha(kind of da
To find out what the stars say, read Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Make a resolution to realize your
the forecast given for your birth sign.
potential. Travel has romantic overARIES
tones. Your determination is quite adMar.21 to_Apr. 19)
Things go smoothly regarding mirable':
career interests. Trust your intuition. SAGITTARIUS
A business offer could come from a 1Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
You need extra care in shopping or
distant locale.
-you'll be returning an item by day's
TAURUS
end. Someone entrusts you with secret
/ Apr. 20 to May 20)
information.
Partners reach agreement about
mutual interests. A pleasure trip is in CAPRICORN
order. You and a friend are especially i Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
The day begins on a lethargic note
close.
but
ends with a happy celebration
GEMINI
with others. Psychic abilities are to
4 May 21 to June20
A thoughtful "gift will be • ap- the fore. Be receptive.
preciated. Don't let things slide. Com- AQUARIUS
plete that project! Loved Ones enjoy (Jan. 20 to Feb.18)
The social note is strong early in the
•_
—shooingtogether._
-day, but later yOu'll want Some time
CANC.ER
for yourself. Business dealings have a
June 21 to:hay 22) .
_Put morerontance in yOur love life. secretive note.
.
Wry
Plan a candlelight-dinner or special PLSCES
maim
!light out together areas for-tlie crca- sF:eb..19tojelar.20)
Nothing earthshaking, but minor
sion.
career developtnerits are. fortunate.
•
LEO
You'll shine in the company of friends
July 23 to Atig.,g2T ,
Though you'll have time for 'enter- this evening.
tain0g, you May siknd some of this YOU BORN TODAY are more
day working oVertirhe On a project. humanitariarily inclined than the
typical member of your sign. Innately
•
Accent work and play.
conservative, you may prefer to be
VIRGO
the
paver bektind the throne rather
SIIV
Aug.23toSept. 221
Romance hit " an intriguing than in the limelight. You have decid-glamorous note. Follow thrtiugh on a. ed abilities in the areas of law,politics
or-6061Se to-a -relative. Get away for and administration. You, have a
strong desire for Material success,
the weekenclif yoiscan„
but this concern shouldn't take prioriLIBRA
_
ty over doing your own think. If so
Sept. 23to Oct. 22
- Some home refurbithing is in Order. motivated, you can become a leader Replace a. broken MM.'. Plan teirisit of others. Birthday of: Cary Grant,
n.earbY relatives. Write these letters actor; Oliver Hardy, comedian; and
_Daniel Webster,orator.
you've been putting off!

iNo

A

•

THIS MORNINE, L.4.;E IA/AN
TOITWO
OF C..)-LR ZLA5SMATES

• FAv

izATRICIA'4ND MARCIE.
ME AN APPEARANCE
AT Tt.45 TE4CHER'5
-4,C0NVENTION Si

THINK WE ALL
APPRECIATE THE HONOR
THE, BROUGHT TO •
OUR SCHOOL ..

dinner Tuesday.
"Schroeder can now
take-care of-virtually all
his personal needs on
his own," Irvine said.
"He likes to do things
himself and the level-of

2
leave the hospital."
No date has been set
for Sehroeder's move to
a nearby apartment
houte, where he will live
after being discharged.
Irvine said.

Notice

DeVanti's
I I a.m. to 2:30
PLATE LUNCH
Your choice of
I Meat &
3 Vegetables

$2.95

Bald‘sin: U.S. didn't threaten to strip
state's mining enforcement powers
$1.95
Chicken
and Chicken
Dressing
OvenCoked
Fried
FRANKFORT, Ky. lions, telling them that demanded that KenHam
(AP) — The director of the federal government tucky increase its enMeat
loot&
the U.S. Office of Sur- had no desire to strip forcement staff to 408,
Mash
Potato
PintoIL Deans
face Mining didn't Kentucky of primacy in which would require the
Rice
threaten to take en- strip-mine enforcement. hiring of another 51
CornGravy
forcement of federal
Ward's agency has Inspectors.
Fried
OkraCandiedTan.;
surface mining laws out
June
Peas
of the state's hands, seTurnip
Gr
. HABIT
-cording to Natural
Discusts
"A habit cananot be tossed out the Window. It
Resources Secretary
'I • "
must be coaxed down the stairs a step at a time,"
Charlotte Baldwin.
Childs Plate
1 Leg EL 2
Vegetables

ams
ax
Service. Reasonable
raters. Call for an ap• pointment 438-2524 'or
436-5498.

Gov. Martha Layne according to Mark Twain (1835-1910).
Collins was "very can-.
did" in telling OSM
Director John Ward that
the state didn't immecjiately haye the_
money it would Like to
beef up the strip-mining
enforcement staff to the
ACROSS
•
36,Land mass
Answer to Previous Puzzio
level Ward wants?, Mrs.
39 Snare
PAT
ABLE
WARS •
Baldwin said in a
40 Beer witness to
.1 English tavern
T
MA
A
41 Before "
4 Take from
statement.
A
9 Scottish cap .. 43 Rupees: abbr.
But,"there was never
44 Forenoon
A
A
any involication during. 12 Sched. abbe:
13 Procurator of . 45-Aroma
A
the meeting that OSM
47 Ray
Judea
E. A
was threatening -to take
A
A
14 •Periet1 of time
50 Fiber plant
Kentucky's primacy
A
51 Night bird
15 Damp
H
A
54 Ancient
16 Dye plant
program. That was not
A
A
17-Datum
55 Military student
the nature Of the discusA
18 Masculine name 56 Diocese- slori-S-7 the statement
OP
A
A A
20 Symbol for
57 Small lump
said.
58 Winter vehicles
A
The statement' was
tetrunkating
21 tAaIn
lm
.59 Series of gamps.
A- 4- • E- R- N
N
current: abbr.
released- Wednesday
LE A P
DOWN
SEPT
TEE
Legal
?3
matters
after -Ward's meeting
24 Calling
1 Church bench
with the governor and
8 Football score:
28 Quarrel
2 Southwestern
5 Showing new
Mrs. Baldwin in 'Mrs.
abbe.
•
Indian
30 Learned
life
9 Camomile. e.g.
__Collins' office.
32. Goctof love
3 Cudgels
6 Godoless of
10 Part 01 circle
The meeting was -1 34 Vast age
4 Massive ocean
discord
11 Small rug
35 Antic
mammal
7 The sun
described as an initial
t7 Unit of electrical
"exchange of informameasurement
1
2
3
4
5
9
6
10
7
11
8
tion" about Kentucky's
19 Negative prefix
20 Hindu cymbals
enforcement of 'strip12
•I
21 Genus of heaths
mining laws. •. 22 French portlier
The governor and
24 Joined
Ward agreed-, to meet
25 Ireland: poetic
again, but didn't set a.
26 Church official
27 Hindu peasants
date, the statemenr
29 Habit
said.
31 Garden tool
Ward met Tuesday in- 4
33 Vapor
Lexington with en37 Doctrine
vironmentalists,
'
38 Handles
42 Printer's
downers and members
measure
of various;coal associa- .
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LOYALTY IN MOST
BROOMSTICK HORSES I

By Abigail
Van Buren

•
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Mom Left Only With Memories
When Couple Leaves No Will
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A WATER
MATTRESS

OTTO
{ YEAH. I GUESS
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Notice

txki `OUR FEETii VERMIN!\
"THIS l5 Tit* PRES41f3eNTf

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column
you discussed the importance of
leaving a will. May I add this:
Two years ago we lost a beautiful
daughter and a handsome son-inlaw in a house fire. They had no
children and they left no will.
According to Michigan law, if a
couple has no will, the surviving
spouse inherits everything the couple
possessed.
Since it was establighed that our
son-in-law died last, everything he
and oar daughter left went to,our
son-in-laws nearest of kin—a nogood bum who couldn't wait to sell
everything he fell heir to.
We got nothing—not even the few
petsonal items we had given our
daughter. This hurt nie so-ciaeply- Ihad to be hospitalized. All this could
hate been avoided if our daughter
and her husband had left a will.
Abby; please tell your readers to
make a will—regardless of _how
yo.ung.they are, or how few possessions they have.
We are now urging our other
jhildren to have wills drawn up,
N'biody --should ever have to experiencti‘hat we went through:
•,•
• STIP.. MOURNING
IN MICHIGAN
I
•
DEAR MOURNING: Please
accept my heartfelt sympathy. I
regret that you will never know
how many strangers will read
this, act on your valuable sug-.
- gestion and avoid thc.nightmare
you endured. Thank you, my
'generous,
friend, for caring
enough to write:

Correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't
the man supposed to liay for the
sitter? I hate to ask in advance if he
plans on paying, but maybe that's
what I should do.
Please answer in your column.I'm
sure other young mothers have come
up against the same problem.
MOMMY
DEAR MOMMY: The man is
not "supposed" to pay for the
baby sitter. But if he offers, it's
all right to accept,(Do not ask
him in advance4
Consider making a deal with
other young mothers in your
neighborhood—sit with their
children,and-in return they can
-sit with yours:- - -
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DEAR ABBY: Please settle something for me, once and for all!
Everybody tells me I am wearing
my rings wrong_ I think I'm wearing
them the i...-ay-they -should be worn,
with my engagement ring on the
inside. My reasoning:
When I became engaged, the
engagement ring was placed-on my
finger. When I married,the wedding
band was placed on my finger right
next to it, and that's the way!have
worn them.
So why do people tell me I'm
wearing my rings."wrong?"
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Do Something Nice
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Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
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GLAtS work, a complete line of glass repair
& replacement work for,
the car, home and'
business-. Install auto
glass, fix storm windows, storm doors,
wood and metal sash
windows. Mirrors and
glass table tops; patio
door glass and glass for
fireplaces replaced.
Store front glass. stor
front metal doors „and
closers replaced Do6r
weather strips and
some home : iinprovement work. Plus store
fixture wark, glass
shelves, display cases,

stands, racks and decor
mirrors made to
specification.. M&G
Complete Glass Co..
Dixieland Center, Ph
753-0180.
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needed
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Now You Can
Have Your Very
Own Satellite
System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
-Call 759-4078
or 753-7765
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12"x12" STYROFOAM
ceiling We- 3 patterns$22 ea. Mid -South
- Wholesale: 342 East
* Washington: Paris: 8422552.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
•
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on, refused. Visa/Mastercard. Call
- 14619)-569-0242.
NORTH 841 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray.
' Ky. Now open weekends
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(spaces available). For
information call. 75341566.

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tuns— Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC
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NITREET—ITAVE—TIR
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup and deliv—
ery. Phone 438-5574.
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NEED A LO 0?
1)-EAR PROBLEM: Your wedding hand should be Worn on the
"inside"—nearer to your heart.

?EAR #111}BY:4 -am a
vorced mother, and my problem is
that when I get asked out on a date, (Getting married? Send for Abby's
i•end up paying the baby sitter.
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
I have had in turn down a lot of to Have•Lovely Wedding." Send your
chances to go out because I couldnIt • name and address clearly printed with
check or money order for $2.50(thle_
affotti a baby sitter. I'm on a tight •
'
Includes postage) tb: Dear
budget, and things like -food and Weddhag Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
clothes come first.
Hollywood, Calif.90038.)
•

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely
100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863
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Oil change and
lube, . major
brand oil.
Now Only
$800 ,

Gravy
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nursing care will be
reduced gradually. ...
Dr.. (William C.)
DeVries believes this
will be beneficial for the
Schroeders in-preparing
for the day when he can
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Notice

9. Situation

22. Musical

Wanted

WILL do evening
babysitting. Call 7594866 after 5p.m.
WILL do house cleaning. 7 years experience.
Dependable. R e •
ferences. Call 474-2292.
WILL do office cleaning. 7 years experience.
Dependable. References. Call 474-2292.
WILL haul anything
that will fit in a pick-up
Call Marty, 753-4022.
WILL take °are of eider
lady, Mon.-Fri.
8a.m.-5p.m. Call 1-901247-5115 before 2p.m.

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

38

Pets-Sogsolres

49. Used

Cars,

1984 BUCCANEER
14x70, step-up kitchen,
wet bar, ceiling fan, 2
BR, 2 hill baths, central
heat & air, dishwasher,
refrigerator with ice
Maker, underpinned,
furnished or unfurnished. Lived in only
4 months Call 753-9644

REGISTERED Ger- 1982 CADILLAC Seville
PIANO FOR SALE
The Last Will and
man Shepherd puppies, Elegante, 4 door, 37,000.
Wanted: Responsible
8 weeks old, $50 each. Call 753-9240
Testament
of
party to assume small
Call 759-1893 or 753-0123.
Beauton Underwood
monthly payments on
TWO male Pit Bull
who
died
on
spinet/console piano.
dogs. Call 759-4808 be- 50. Used Trucks
December 14, 1984,
Can.be seen locally.
tween 4p.m. & 8p.m.
1966 INTERNATI09.AL
has been admitted to
Write: (include phone
Scout, 4 wheel drive.
Credit
'timber)
probate by Order of
Call 492-8#48,
43. Real Estate
Manager. P.O. Box
.
_
the Calloway District
1974 DATSUN pick-up.
K of Murray
Fm
Beckemeyer
520,
,
IL
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Excellent candition,
Court. Administration
H
A.
repossessed
pro62219
has been dispensed
2 1.4E'0Otf trailer, perties. Other listings. $1500. Call 753-9571 after
4p.m.
with and ally person
gas heat, in Hardin. Call Murray-Calloway Co.
1076 FORD F-100 pickRealty,
Miscellan
759-1417
304
N.
eous
12th
St.
24.
having
claim
a
753-8146 or Ron Talent up truck. Good condi2
OR
BR,
3
furnished.
against the estate
tion. Call 1-527-8024.
A x6 TWO wheel trailer AC/natural gas. Shady 753-9894.
should make the
with side boards, new 15 Oaks 753-5209.;
FOR sale, by owner, 1978 FORD F-150, 6 cy.,
inch tires, „lights, 17/8 RIVIERA
claim
with Sam
vacant lot & rental automatic $1200. Call
Courts, 641 N
after 6p.m , 436-2834.
hitch. See at Coles Rental
14. Want to airy
Underwood,
c/o
units as low as property across from
Antiques, Hwy. 641 $95 & up.
Murray Fire Dept. on 1978 nITERNATIONAL
Call 753-3280.
3 BEDROOM home
Overbey & Overbey,
south.
conventional 350 cumPoplar. Call 753-9251.
near Hardin, would like
P.O. Box 7, Murray,
ACRYLIC latex caulk• 29. Heating and Cooling TO buy or sell your mens engine, recent
city
water:
or,
1
acre-or
KY 42071, no later
more of land. Call 15 yr. warranty reg. CAST iron wood burn- property contact Wilson overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf
42' reefer, ribbed
than July 16, 1985.
762-2402 days, 759-1668.. $1.32. On sale V99 ea. ing stove, looks new, Realty. 302 N. 12th St.
aluminum floor, kern-Mild-South • Wholes-ale; $150.
753-3263.
after 4p.m.- 4116m,
Call 436-2581.
lite walls. 436-2837.
WANT to buy used 342 East Washington; CORONA kerosene 44.
Lots for Sale
REDUCED. 1080
couch. Fred McClure Paris; 642 2552.
heater, 9,800 BTU's
Chevrolet I ton truck.
753-6044 or Blondie CAR 6alteries 36 mos, Only used for 1 season, 35.5 ACRES completely
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74 like new. $50, original fenced 8z in good pas- PS. PB. new rebuilt
WE TAKE
McClure 753-3949.
series, • $27.99 exchange. retail 1120: Call 753-8291. r ture, 6 miles from motor, 4 .speed, 5th
THE CAKE
15. Articles for Sale
60 mos. guarantee,
Murray on paved road. wheel hook-up, and 2 ft.
Fruit Baskets shipped na537.99 exchange. Heavy 30. Business Rentals
Stocked fish ponds & metal grain sides. Good
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
condition. Phone 753duty 27 series, 60 mos.
Pine Pie Safe $229.
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-A3,000 SQ. ft. retail or beautiful building sites. 0789.
guarantee, S39.99 ex
Call
753-2280.
Walnut 4 Drawer Chest
Clown or Monkey, Cakes.
office space available
1980 VW pick-up with
change. Wallin Hard
Free Delivery. VISA & MC.
$195, Chestnut Kitchen
Call 753-3862 after 7p.m.
46. Homes for Sale
topper, $2750. Call 753ware,
Paris,
Tn.
753-9280
Table
$150, Oak
FIREWOOD. Oak &
GATESBOROUGH, 0643.
Dresser With Beveled
hickory, $25 a rick.
Mini
large 4 BR, two story, 2 1981 JEEP CJ-7, hardMirror
$175.
Oak
China
5. Lost and Found
Delivered & picked up.
1/2 baths, 'Murray, top, black/Silver, 34,
Cabinet $450. Pine
Warehouse
Call 474- 2329.
freshly decorated. 3.445 000. miles, Laredo
LOST gold solitare Blanket Chest $150,
sq. ft. Owner 753-8052 package, excellent
KEN Bar membership Storage Space
diamond ring in downcondition, $6500 Call
Round Oak Claw Foot
for appointment.
for sale, take over
town Murray area.
753-9262.
For Rent
Table $600, Pine Jelly
RAVE house must sell
Reward offered. Days
balance due. Call 759
Cupboard $175,4"Two
4 BR. 2 bath, den with 1982 FORD Bronco,
762-5113, night 436-2778.
4664 or 753-8590.
753-1492
kitchen, living, extra black & silv.er, autoLOST sante claus suit Oak Chairs, Very Old kEROSENE heaters;
room, utility. kftchen matic, power/air,
around 5th & 'Olive. - If - $25 Each 7200 BTU $44.99, 7500
and carport. Frame chrome wheels, am-fm
COUNTRY NOTIONS
found call 753-5492 or
BTU $49.99, 12,300 BTU 32. Apts for Rent
radio. Call 753-7160
753-7600 or return to 501
121 Bypass -753-6774
$59.99. Wallin Hard
1 BR, furnished apt. split level on 3 acres.
south
of
Almo
comOlive St.
ware, Paris, Tn.
Hwy. 121 N. next to
5 1. Campers
23" QUAZAR color T.V. OAK
& hickory firewood. fairgrounds. No pets. munity. 5 minutes from
23 FT. Ritzcraft travel
6. Help Wanted
$25. Set of living room
Murray.
$43,000.
Call
You haul, $20 a rick. Call Call 753-3139
lamps. green glass $50.
day 753-1934 night 753- trailer. Call 753-7386.
437-4829.
ARTIST'S models.
1
DUPLEX
apt..
2
BR,
Set of blonde end tables,
Temporary. part-time,.
OAK & hickory bath, central heat. air, 31861BR brick, large kit- 52 Boats-Motors
$5 per hour. Experience' heavy woad-115. Call 'fireWOcid., $25 a rick
washer/dryer hookup,
chen/dining, great '78 ARROWGLASS 16 ft.
8: artistic sensitivity 436-2635.
delivered. Call nights stove, disposal. $200
BRAND
new
Rentley
preferred Work will be
deposit, $250 per month. room/fireplace. 2 bath. walk through, 1 1 5
436-2778.
double garage/. Evinrude. Phone 753assigned according to 35mm camera. $50. Call PANELING sale!
•
This Call 753-5400.
workshop, acre lot. 1 2933.
need for models for 753-9642 after 6p.m.
2
BEDROOM
furnished mile north
week only $3.75 and up
of Murray.
spring. semester 1985. DEXTER entrance while supply
apt.
16191/2
Farmer Priced to
lasts. Mid
sell! Call 53. Services Offered
Contact Art depart- locks-values to $65.31- South
Ave. $180. + deposit.
Wholesale;
342
759-4588
753-7637
or
ment. Murray State on sale $30.00 ea. Mid. East Washingt
753-0430.
on •
•
We copy old
University, 762-3784-: South Wholesale; 342 Paris.;
2BR Olive St. 1 BR near 47. Motorcycles
642.2552.
East Washington;
EOE/MF.
pictures.
MSU. Adults, no pets,
SEASONED
•
firewood
1983 YAMAHA IT 175. 1 •
FEDERAL. slate & Paris; 642-2552.
753-8298
oak, hickory, mixed lease & deposit. Call mile south en 121, -8 to 5,
civil service jobs IRREGULAR thickness
CARTER STUDIO
hardwoods 530/rick 753-9208after
753-5433.
available. Call 1-16191 Blandex- 4'x8' sheets300 MAIN ST SUITE 8
2 BR duplex. 411 N. 5th
$3.00 ea. Mid-South delivered. Min. order 2
1984 YAI4AHOPPER
569-8304 for info. 24 hrs.
1 North 3rd Entrance•
ricks. Call John Boyer 1 room efficiency apt., moped, low mileage,
in
FRESH start! Texas Wholesale; 342 East
1603 College Farm Rd.,
753-0338.
Washington;
Paris;
642APPLIANe
excellent
shape.
E
Asking
• Refinery Corp. offers
SEASONED Otak Murray. Call 492-8225
$349.-Crall 753-9642 after SERVICE, Kenmore.
opportunity for high 2552.
,.COUPLE
of female
Westinghouse,
income" plus cash SOLID maple twin bed, firewood. Also will do -4graduate students will 6p.m.
bonuses and 'fringe be- box springs & mattress. tree trimming, remori- share a 3 BR house near 'A4 KAWASAKI 2515 Whirlpool. 22 years
nefits in Murray area: Eicrellent condition, i n g , and shaping MSU and downtown. 3-wheeler. Excellent experience. Parts and
Regardless of past ex- 1100. Phone 474-2327 shrubbery. Call 753-6577 or call collect condition. Phone 753- service. Bobby Hopper,
753-5476.
Bob's Appliance Ser2933.
perience or training. after 6p.m,
443-1071 for Kathy.
vice, 202 .S. 5th St.
write H.G. Sears, Pres.-,
LARGE one BR, stove 48. Auto Services
15 Articles for Sale
Business 753-4872, 436Box 711. Ft. Worth TX
& refigerator. Plenty of
5848 lhomel.
76101.
•
privacy 8z parking. $135 4 CYLINDER 9 c c
motors
MIKE
HODGE'S
and
4
_
speed
--LICENSED dental
a month. Call 759-1987.
Irrigation-Residential
TAX SERVICE
Hygienist in Murray,
IsTICELY furnished 1 BR transmission & rear
Desks,
files,
CAMPBELL WELL
chairs,
Enrolled To Practice
needed part-time. Send
apartment. Inquire at ends. Will fit Morris
'Miner MG, Sprite,.as is.
DRILLING
• resume to Murray.
Before The IRS. Bachelor
folding tables, etc
100 S. 13th St.
Call 753-2517 after 5p.m.
McKenzie. Tn
Ledger 8z Times P.O.
Degree in Accounting at
SUBSIDIZED 1 BR
,Bx 1040-M. Murray.'.
Murray State- 8. years- of
apts.- available on 2nd 49. Used Cars
901-352-3671 or
MERCURY outboard
floor of South Side
experience preparing In901-352-5704
mechanic wanted. ExManor. Call 753-8221 1950 FORD, has good
dividual. Business, Partner
Free Estimates
perience required. Exfrom 9 to 12: Equal tires, runs good. $500 or
ship, and Corporate
best offer. Ca11753-7629.
cellent pay & benefits.
Housing Opportunity.
returns.
APPLIANCE
Low
rates
and
REPAIR:
1016 Jefferson
Call 901-584-7880.
TAKING applications 1971 GRAND Prix, new
hundreds of Satisfied
overhauled engine, Factory authorized for
Paducah, Ky.
NEED someone to stay..
for
Section
8.
Rent
Tappan.
Kelvinator and
clients. Now preparing
with elderly lady from
442 4302
Subsidized apt. 1,- 2 or 3 muffler system. Call Brown.. Service on .
gas
returns day or night call
5p.m. Friday to - 5p.m.
BR .. Apply -Hilldale 759-1628 after-4p.m.
and
electric ranges,
759-1425
for
..n..
aunday.. Call 489-2731. _
Har-cfin; -Ky; 1972__TOYOTA Land microwaves,Farm Equipment
appointment.
WANTED for hire:
E qual Housing Cruiser station wagon. hwashers, reexcellent, 4 wheel drive.
experienced pulling.. _140 ALLIS Chalmers
ieortunity. •
frigerators, etc. Earl
team • (either mules or tractor, plow & disc
TWO 2 B11 apts. fur- Call 753-4340 anytime.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7532
6
.
TV
-Radio
horses) needed to work Call 492-8651
nished, $200 per month 1973 STINGRAY Corvette 5341.
on 45 acre limber tract.
GE widescreen TV., plus utilities and de- convertible, white on FENCE sales
at Sears
Lodging on site availa- 20. Sports Equipment
45" screen in excellent posit. No more than 2 white, ps, pb, new tires, now. Call
Sears 753-2310
$7,850. Call 753-5675.
ble. Start immediately. MUZZLE loader, curly condition. Call 753-2651.
people. 753-4494.
for free estimate for
Pay negotiable. Call mepte stock blanks,
WANTED: female 1974 DODGE Van, your needs.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
753-0338 for details. •
customized
new
eagle
roomate to share furlocks, barrel, other
parts for sale. Call 12x50 69 MODEL in Fox nished home. Re- G.T.'s, chrome wheels.
9. Situation Wanted
Professional
Meadows. Bed, dinning asonable expenses. Call Runs gooli, needs some
759-4496 after 5p.m.
body work. $2000 firm.
EXPERIENCED day
table, chair, 2 lamps, 759-4011.
Stump Removal
753-7300.
care warker would like 22. Musical
has velvet drapes, car33 Rooms for Rent
to keep infant through 6 RIM13ALL studio
1975 MONTE Carlo, V-S.
Service
piano. pet. Other items to go
yr. old in my home or walnut with
condition, 1 owner.
matching also. Has gas heat. $400 ROOMS near campus. good
Call
474-2774 _
Call.753.-3969....._ .........
you.ns...night.or-day-Call-.-bemtft--1800: "-Call-$3,750.Call Boys only. Call 753-5561.
492-8419.
976.C13
753-9672.
1
TLASS
-474-2741
or
4439.
SLEEPING room, re12x65 2 BEDROOM, 2 frigerator in hall. Supreme, red with white
acres & bar*. 1 mile Private entrance. $90 interior. Call after GENERAL HOME
north of Murray. Call per month. Zimmerman 6p.m. 435-4354.
REPAIR. 15 years exDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
753-4588 or 753-7637.
1477 BT-10 DATSUN. perience. Carpentry.
Apt. S. 16th. 7A3-6609.
Gold
Silver
Good condition, $600. concrete, plumbing,
14x65 NEW Moon, 2 BR,
Closed
Closed
Call 753-6538.
2 bath, central heat & 34. Houses for Rent
roofiag, siding. NO JOB
Yesterday 302.00
Yesterday
6.01
air. Like new condition.
BR house, 1 bath, 1 9 7 7 BUICK, Park TO SMALL. Free esPric reduced. Must sell. stove, refrigerat
timates. Days 753-6973.
Opened
Opened
or, Avenue. loaded, local
Call 753-6420.
s,g-2276.
Today
washer-dryer hookup. car. 70,000 miles. 1970
305.25
6.18
Today
1 9 7 7 2 BR 1 4 x 6 5 garden spot. 111 • N. Chevrolet Caprice, exING by Sears.
Up
3.25
.17
Up
American-Pride mobile Stella. $150 a month. cellent mechanical Sears continuous gutCompliments of:
home. Has central heat Call 753-7743 after 5p.m. condition. 759-1659 after ters installed ..for your
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
6:30p.m.
specifications. Call
& air, stove & re- 753-3992.
frigerator, nice 3 'BEDROOM house in 197.7 FIAT. 1300. Call Sears 753-2310 for free
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
estimate.
awnings, nice carpet, Murray. Call 753-5561.
between 11a.m. &
753 7113
well insulated, storm
HAROLD'S .Tree SerWe buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
3 BR brick, appliances 753-8950.
windows & undrpinnied.
Hours: 10 8 Daily. 125 Sunday
furnished, lease & de- 1977 NOVA, 6 cylinder, vice. Topping, cutting.
Located in Fox
automatic. ps, pb, air. trimming, etc
Also,
sit. Call 753-8512.
.Meadows Trailer Ct.
nice car. Call 759-4418 clean-up work. shrubbFEMALE
wanted
share
For more information
ery & over grown areas.
after 5p.m. ,
house with two females.
call 759-1983.
Fast,1 dependable serNice place. campus 1978 EL CAMINO, auto, vice.
Insured. For free
1982 EL CONA 14x17, I
very close. completely air. am-fm stereo, rally estimates
BR, 1 bath, Whirlpool
call 437.4007
wheels, 305 V-8, 22
furnished,
with
furnace.
appliances, fireplace,
MPG. Very good condiCall
753-4101.
The Kentucky Army National Guard
central air & heat, low
tion Best offer. Parts.
Carpet and
Is more than a part time job.
electric bills, storm NICE rustic 2 BR house Tn. 901-644-9415.
on N. 16th St. Economi
windows,
Upholstery
underpinned
.
IT'S A CAKEEK.
1978 TRANS AM, can be
storage building. See in cal gas heat, $200 a _seen at A•9. Mabile
High School Seniors - Join now,attend basic
Cleaning.
Fox Meadows. Call month plus deposit. Home Village. or call
training after graduation.
Phone 753-6855 after
after 6p.m. 759-1831.
Free
Estimates
753-5252.
5p.m.
Salary Range - $76.48-$307.16 for 2 days.
1980 BUICK Regal
753-7217
Career Training - Earn while you learn.
NOW available on a Limited. white 'gold.
Educational Assistance - $4,000 bonus.
month to month rental: tilt, cruise, plush seats, INSULATIO
N blown in
3 BR house with central p.s., p.b., air Call by Sears. TVA. apCash bonus- $1,500 or $2,000 cash bonus.
gas heat, S225. Call 753-1412 until 6p.m,
Save on those
Assume loan with Century 21, Loretta '71 PINTO, 1300. :1'1 proved.
Call 1-800-372-7601
high heating and cool1/92,
753
Realtors
Jobs
Pontiac. $250. Both in ing bills, Call Sears
small down PaY .
ask for Pam
good shape. Call 753- 753-2310 for free
ment on 1978 Red8518.
We at Hazel Lawn and Garden Center
estimate
38. Pets-Supplies
man, 14x70 3 BR
'79 MONTE Carlo. both JOINER'S Tree Serare striving to serve you even better in
Mobile
Home. DOG obedience & engine & berly in excel- v ice 30 years..ex1985. It may seem as if spring is still
boarding inside covered lent 'condition, good
perience. Also bucket
$1050
down
runs. AKC- German tires. am-fm radio, rear truck for hire. Call
far away but we think spring is just
$144.67
per. Shepherd and AEC defog Asking $4100 will 753-0366.
around the corner. To start the year off
Australian CatUe Dogs, take best offer. Call JOYCE Noel Tax Sermonth. This home
753.9642 after 6p m
436-2858
right we are offering the best prices
is already setup in
vice.-Shopvc!Irma-,..pV11.
long forms $15
Fox
Meadows
ever on 84 GilS•41, rear tyne, tillers 5
and up (includes
Mobile
Home
Park.
and 8 HP. We also have in stock Gilson
Federal. & .Statei. In
Contact
home service for
Glenn
Lawn Care equipment 8 to 18 HP,tracelderly or shut-ins Call
Starks,
Starks
tors and mowers. Buy now and get a
489-2440 between 8a.m
Bros.
Mobile
Sp m. for appointment
-free dozer blade attachment. Use our.
Professio
nal
Service,
19
av
ye
exwinqformatIon.
;;----H7-74188Itop. Ky.

53. Services. Offered..
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery _cleaning. For, a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED Electrician
for resideptial and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203

53. Services Ofterad

53.

SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models Industrial.
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674
Stella, Ky
HOLAR Plumbing_ &
Electric Call 437-4740
TM% E ATTS Alternator. _Generator & Starter
SerJic
trebuilt & repaired P. Route Ift, Alm°,
K
42020
Shop
502)753-8742

PAINTING

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER

riFilkE ESTIMATES*

For all your
out building needs
M9-1099
Corner of Industrial Rd

wrT

BASEMENT" We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan ConNEED work on your struclion Co Rt. 2. Box
trees? Topping. prun- 409A, Paducah. Ky
ing, shaping, • complete 42001 or call 1-442-7026
removal and more. Call_ WILL haul whita rock.
BOVER -S TREE sand, lime, rip rap
and
SERVICE for Pro- masnnary sand, coal
fessional tree care
dirt, gravel. fill sand
753-0338.
Call Roger Hudson,
ODD job specialist, 753-4545 or 753-6763
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing. fencing. You
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
name it, I do it. You
buy. I install. You
SATELLITE SERVICE
break, I fix. Call 436REPAIR & SALE
2868.
PAINTING•
paperhanging,
commercial. residential. Free estimates. References 25
rrs. experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions.
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. Molony Co
7 5 3 - 8 6 2 8 . Fr"'
Estimates,

Hwy. 94.et tynnvill• Ky.
11,150 and up

502-382-2823

TLC
We
clean
everything with
TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this area
759-9754
759-1834
57

Wanted
WOOD,. any type, up to
4' long'& 12" diameter. 4
mi. S. of Murray on 641
753-9251

OH:um s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
•

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCI

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

*vitt*, Offered

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • WWnut • cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES drop Sy A So. Our Dlopliay
•

•
•
•
•

111
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.

753-5940
••S.
•••••
•ak 114
•lk•
•
•
••.••

(EVERYTHING WE cs
TOUCH TURNS TO

501=

Kopperud Realty

OFFICE
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

r

OVERLOOKING- WOODED HILLSIDE
Contemporary home and 1:: acres
located in a lave4t setting. 40x12 Redwood Deck, 40)(12 concrete -polio,
Fireplace -in- living r0Orn and family
room. 2402 garage. S79,900'.

A LOT TO LIKE
In this charming; completely redecorated older home Ready and
woitmg for you. Low utility bills and little upkeep... Includes additional 2
bedroom rental Koine.

HOUSE AND SUE ACRES
QUALITY ADOUNDS
this lovelyi-level home in a beautiful
wooded setting: Features 4 bedrooms,
plus 3tudy, redwood deal:: and tae'
convenient kitchen. S80's
In

Price just reduced on this attractive 3
bedroom brick home located close to
'Murray. Includes 3-stall born, riding ring .
& garden area. $59.000.

A SUPER RUT
THE MARK OF EXCELLENCE
4 bedrooms. 3 boths_romily room with
fireplace, beamed ceiling & bor.
Modern kitchen, utility room and 2-car
garage. Priced in the $90's.

Four bedroom,.brick home with parquet
r floors, antique staircase and doors, central gas bed' and a very ,reasonable
price tog. 846,000.

nigi

PART TIME JOB
FULL TIME BENEFITS

Bank
Repossession

THtN KIN G AUCTIONS
CALLUS

HAZEL LAWN AND
GARDEN CENTER

IltttOri revolving cram pron.

311 Main St. Hazel, Ky.
502-492-8147

753-2922.
1984 INDIES 14x64, I
BR. partially furnished.
china cabinets, ceiling
fan. underpinning &
front porch. Excellent
condition Call -759-1322
after 4p.m 753-3667

perleIrte. Doit'rraTei our big farm
machinery auctiod February 16th et B
& W Equipment Co.

Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
Dnver, Tn. 232-MM)
Ed Bogard 232-8221

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for oil houses. It
stops peinting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

GATESICHIOUGH 140m1,,
PRICE REDUCED
3 bedroom. 2 both, quality built home
Heat pump and fireplace insert- or
economical utilities. 13x38 wood
deck/patio for summeremoyment.

HOME AND 75 ACRES
Redecorated, and roomy 3 bedroom
home with acreage and located only a
short distance from town Includes 65
acres of very productive farmland-.
several barns and- outbuildings plus
tobacco* base. Phone-7_53-1222 •

WHAT MORE COULD YOU ASK?
o ia-strItiti live in one of thelinfisrcireos
in town at on economical price This
Canterbury home offers 3 bedrooms
and 2 baths for only S62,500

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Older home completely reclecorateo
throughout. 4 bedrooms full basement.
3 ceiling fans and central gas heat Pric
ed in the S30's Just reduced-

TRULY A BARGAIN
3 bedroom. 7 both, brick home- with
central heat and air 2-car garage fenced backyard and lots of extra feature's.
Only S40,000.

. .4.
,ApAcitNiap oLptit tioml
Large firy home witii-central heating
and cooling, full basement, and extra
large lot. Offered at only 551,900.

711
Main

Geri Anderspn
Barbera Erwin
Tom Hopkins
it:rankle McNutt

7VA-

_

1222

753-1222
HOElle4s FOH uyinG. _

'Audra Moody
OW Rayburn
Ann Roberson
Warren Shropshire

'

•e -

THLKSDA, JAL AR

THE MI'MAI LEDGER le TIMES
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Whales apparently cause boat to capsize

AREA OBITUARIES

It was not immediateDEL MAR, Calif.
(AP) - A 17-foot ly known how many peosailboat cruising off the ple were on the sailboat
coast near here was when it tipped Over in
Mrs. Attie Carter,-85.- grandchildren. 28 greatthree
grandchildren:
100.3 Wilford
capsized Wednesday. waters one-quarter mile
rea-t- apparently by four to one-half mile off
Mayfield. died Wednes- great.g.
day at 2:17 p.m. at the grandchildren.
whales, and a search Moonlight,State Beach,
The funeral will be
Community Hospital
was launched for the said Tom Halvey, a
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
there.
boat's crew, the Coast Coast Guard chief petty
The widow of Boyd chapel of the Byrn Guard said.
Final rites for Mrs.
Services for H.A.
officer.
Carter. she was a Funeral Home,
Schrader will be Friday Layyel Lamb. Darnell
retired employee of the "Mayfield. -The Rev.
at 2 p.m. in the ehii-peIbr are today- at.1 p.m. at
the: Max Churchill the Coldwater Church of Curlee Clothing Porn-. Steve Cavitt will
officiate.
pany,`Mayfield.
Christ. Charlie Arnett
Funeral Home:Burial will follow in
• Born Dec. 28. 1899, in
The Rev. Larry -Lind- and Bob Haley are of-.
who allegedly splashed
VACAVILLE, Calif.
Bazzell Cemetery in
the
y
she
ficiating........Larr
County,
Calloway
sey and the Rev.' Tomconvicted
mass killer
charges
County.
Assault
(AP)
for
Calloway
leader
the
was the daughter of
my -"Grubbs will of- Wisehart is
Charles Manson with
have
been
at
dismissed
call
may
Friends
service
kir
Bazzell
Lee
Albert
late
song
tht
.
ficiate. Mrs. Joy Lindand Ida E. Dunn the funeral home after againstl prison inmate. paint thinner and set
singers. from the
sey will be organist;
6:30 p.m. tonight
Bazzell.
church
be.
Pallbearers will
Mrs. Carter is surviv- (Thursday)
Pallbearers are Terry
Donald W. Dubttn. Ronnie Beane. Govie Ward. Darnell, Ken Darnell, ed by three daughters.
Mrs. Terrell Hayden
.Herman Warren. John Craig • Darnell.- Jerry
Causey and Donald Hughes-, Larry Lamb -.and Mrs. Robert
Guthrie, Mayfield, and
and Tom Maddox. all
Burt. •
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Williams said Hood is
Mrs. Hazel Ortyl.
grandstns.
Burial will follow in
(AP) - A Fentress entitled to a jury trial If
Reading, Pa.; four sons.
the - Burnett's - Chapel • Burial will follow .in
County strip mine he desires.
Cemetery in Graves the church cemetery• Jerry Carter, Mayfield,
Tennessee assumed
operator has been
with arrangementt by Eugene Carter, NorCounty
of the
enforcement
first
the
with
Churchill
Jimmy
wood,
charged
Pa.,
M'ax
the
Mrs.
for
funeral
The
Friends may call at
Carter, Warren. Mich., Agnes Darnall is today criminal violation of-the federal strip mine law
the funeral home after 4 Funeral -Home.
u g . 1 0, 1982.
Mrs. Darnell. 70. Col- and Larry Carter, Col- at 1 p.m. in the chapel of federal surface mining on
p.m..today IThOrsday 11'
the Collier Funeral law in Tennessee since However, federal ofAlso at 7 p.m. tonight. dwater. a retired umbus, Ind.
Also surviving are one Home, Benton.
the government took ficials called state
Masonic rites will be employee of the Merit
Clothing Co.. Mayfield, sister, Mrs. Ovie Carter,
John Hicks and James over enforcement last regulation grossly inconducted. '
May,the U.S. attorney's adequate and regained
Mr.--Sehrader,- 83; H4. -died Tuesday at 2:55 Mayfield',.. three Phillips are officiating.
enforcement of the law
brothers. Eurie Bazzell.
Burial will follow in office said.
1. Sedalia, Bell City a.m. at her home.
on
May 1, 1984.
criminal
her
two-count
A
Novis
Bazzell,
by
Murray.
survived
is
She
at
Cemetery
Pace.
the
community. died TuesTennessee was the seinformation filed by the
day at 6:45 p.m. at the husband. Hess Darnell; Walnut Creek. Calif., Hardin.
West View Nursing three sons:, Harold. and, James Bazzell,. _ Mrs. Darnall. 73. Har- prosecutor's office cond state to lose con*gr. Home.
Howard and, Charles Aurora, Mo.:. one half din, died' Tuesday at Tuesday charging Tom- trol of surface mining
my Hood, the strip mine laws to ;the federal
Darnell ;. one sister, sister.. Mrs. Lyman Dix- 3:45 p.m. at her home.
Rob
lie- is survived by his
She was a member of operator, with failing to government. The
wife. Mrs. Viola Hall Mrs. Roy Maddox; one .on, Rt. 1. Kirksey; two
federal Office of Surface
cnrader to wham he brother, Perry Lamb; half brothers, Robert the Hardin Church of heed orders issued last
Aug-. 24 to stop mining, Mining also took over
was married on Aug. 12. half sister. Mrs. Martha Lee Bazzell and Junior Christ.
Survivors are her hus- said John Williams, enforcement of the
1927.- one daughter. Smith; 'half brother, Bazzell. both of Murray.
eight
Survivors also include band.- H. cuiy DarnaiL,_ _assistant U.S. attorhey. federal law in
War. Dw
Mrs.
The charges, both Oklahoma.
ren..- Rt. 1. Sedalia: one .grandchildren; five two stepsisters, Mrs. one daughter, Miss
Mary Kirkland, Col- Anita Darnall, Hardin; misdemeanors, accuse
son. Lynwood Schrader great-grandchildren.
dwater. and Mrs. Roy one son, Lynn Darnall. Hood of continuing to
and wife. Pat, -LexLawyer-statesman
ington.: two hald sisters. Daniel Webster was Perich, Murray; one Benton; one sister. Mrs. mine on Aug. 27 and
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Murtle mead, Lynn- Aug. 30, Williams said.
one half brother and five born In Salisbury, N.H., strpbrother,
Ph can ....no., stt•mps up
Arnett
Hood will be notified
Miirray: 22 wood. Wash,: one
....grandsons. to 24 below thr• ground
in 1782.
U.S.
a
to
report
to
GardGuy W.
435 4343 or 435 4319
We Nov. Rout Pit Gravel
ner, Monticello. Ill.; magistrate within the
next week or 10 days.
five grandchildren

Mrs. Attie Carter, 85, dies

Mrs. Darnell's
Sehrader"s
funeral will funeral rite”;
be on Frida), today. 'church

A Coast Guard
heliccipter equipped
with a floodlight, along
with two surface vessels
searched the waters for
the boat and its occupants, said Coast
Guard Lt. Debra
Harbaugh.
A woman who %'as
whale-watching on the

beach through a spotter
telescope saw the
whales capsize the boat
at about 3 p.m. Wednesd a y and called
authorities, Halvey
said.
Halvey said he did not
know what kind of
whales were involved.

Assault charges dismissed against inmate

•

Strip mine operator

Mrs. Darnall
dies: funeral
rites today

charged violation

maximum-security cell
him ablaze.
Solano County Deputy following treatment in
District Attorney James the prison infirmary.
Highsmith said WednesPitison officials said
day that the inmate, Jan
Manson was in the hohHolmstrom, 36, was apby shop of the instituparently acting in selftion, 50 miles northeast
defense.
of.San Francisco, when
Manson, 48, serving a
Holmstrom drenched
life sentence for the 1969
him with paint thinner
slayings of actress
and tossed a match on
Sharon Tate and eight
him.
other persons, suffered
Manson was burned
second- and thirddegree burns in the over 18 percent of his
Sept. 25 attack. He was body, mainly on his
returned to his face, scalp and hands.

Tobacco price drops
A total of 12,940,927,
LEXINGTON., Ky.
(AP) - The average pounds of the leaf was
price for Kentucky auctioned Wednesday,
tobacco on Wednesday at an average price of
dropped 28 cents per $ 1 8 7 . 8 2 per h u n
hundredweight, the dredweight, down 28'
Federal-State Market cents from Tuesday's
eported
News Se.

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
.1415*1 11070011C0119011/1TION

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

16
37 r%
36% 'inc
2 +1
1
10/
4
/
.48%. +1
'
4
/
4
/
2 -3
1
37/
35% unc
.321/4
..3%
..34 unc
441/s unc
38/
2 WIC
1
1/2..
41%
17% + 1/4
.8% + 1/3
8:34

Jerrie()
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart ' ,
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc.
L.S. Tobacco
N'al-Mart
Wendy's -4
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

-6.83
451,8 unc
28% -1%
20% unc
4 -' 4
/
283
32/
2 -1
1
2
/
2
/
231/8 +1
,3 -1/2
'
48
47% -%
.26% .1.1./,
797/.. -1
387/s +
26% .1
2,8% unc
10 -1/s
2 -%
1
123/

..r."Kat
/
"

Oil Change
Lube & Filter...
Expires
25, 1985
January
ONLY
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra. We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.

99

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products Apple Computer
American Telephone.
Briggs 0; Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
ti.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
I.B.M.

GM

•
Keep That Great
(iM Feeling %%Rh
Genuine GM Part•

1978 Camaro
-T-top;

$3,577

Rudolph Goodyear
Murray, Ky.

U.S. 641 S.

p.s., p.b., air, auto.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

(502)-753-0595

641 S. Murray

753-2617

"Business Is Good" "Ws Have A Winning Teem-Quality, Quantity Price"

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGLPIEMBER S1PC

4%
44

"'T

"V" iltA

..T^T

*V

kir

P155 80013
Whaewatt
No trade needee

PI5S/801413
Mutes/doll
No trade needed

2 Price
1
/
2 off
3.1/
1/

Ladies Sweaters
Ladies Dresses
Ladies Sportiwear

Miasmal
Shee
P185/75R13
P175/75R13
P175/80R13
P185/85R14
P1 75/75R14
P185/75R14

2 Price
1/

All Ladies Dresses
All Ladies Wrangler Jeans
Ladies Winter Coats
All Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes.

2 Off
/
Y3-1

20%

Custom Polysteel Radial*

Arrive Radial

Off

$ALE
PRICE
$52.50
$55.40
$54.40
$192.50
$57.410
$62.20 _

demean
$ias
P195/75R14
P205/75RI4
P195/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/759115
P235/75R15

SALE
PRE
$85.10
$416.00
467.40
474.50
1176.i0
$111.70

'SALE

SALE

INTIIareaa

$ee

PRICE

Sue

PRICE

P175/801913

$52.00

P215775R-14

$67.90

PI 75/75R14

$5310

P205175R15

$3690

P185/755114

458.30

'P21575R15

159.90

P195/155114

$80.80 _ P225/755115

672.90

VihReereal

•4.0 count and sdewa II alylong vary *nth size
No trale needed

2 Off
/
Y3-1

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES FOR THESE MID-WINTER BUYS!

.20% Off
1/2 Price

Ladies House Shoes
All Girls Sportswear & Dresses. .20-50% Off
All Children's Dress & Casual Shoes.20% Off
All Boy's & Girl's Coats & Jackets..20% Off

Goodyear Bias Ply

Jeans, Shirts, Jogging Suits..20% Off
Boy's & Men's Hooded Sweatshirts.20% Off

White Letter Radials

s
'
Boy
S

Men's Sweaters
Men's Heavy Jackets
Men's Flannel Shirts
All Men's Wrangler Jeans
One Table Wrangler Jeans
'

Power Streak II
e
66 Eff
=
6
I
A
latCa. Z

20-50% Off
20% Off
20% on
20% on
2
/
1

828-13
C78-14
078-14
570-14
F78-14
G28-14_

$3255 1-178-14
E78-15
$34.55
F78-15
$31600
$311.110 078-15
$311 15 1178-15
$4250 _ 178-15 _

$46.30
$341.35
$40.16
14371
$45.00
$4535

Eagle ST Radial

G-Metric Radial

.,....m.. Filse
s
L..= ardia
,196,70.13

g=a°

P105/70914
P203/ MR1 4
713004
Pvk ,

1563013

$44.60 .165sR,s

$10 45

5725/70014

P22510015
P735'10415

171.211 P20510013
$77.1111
$43,20 P2.35/30014
$36... P245(60014
$lam P745/801115
ess.se P255'101415
840 114 _11.2751101115

II
1
11
$

. . gist. WIZ
Lla%?1,14

711.30
10.30
$246
Ilkse

1655613

$4711

1 .7 7'

-7 OSA,1

$4940

17531113

1149.06

187- '07,1 1 3

$52 70

$110.0
$11701

1353014

1143.116

185 70sxf•

$54 55

Blackwell
___See a 246.0
750-16TT

I

Load
Range

SALE
PRICE

C
$4990
750-16TT .
D
S5700
No 1t&39 needed

Price

20-50% Off
Men's Dress Shoes & Boots
...20% Off
Men's Casual & Jogging Shoe.
-7
-

QUICK CREDIT

;••;

FROM CITIBANK.

For Goodyear Tires And Service
now at your
Credit oard oonvenbanoe tor automotive needs,. Piot up en appliesetion
nearby Cloodyeer mealier.
retail outlets
• Use The Silver Card nahonwide II partscipehng Goodyear
Blanche
• You may also use these other ways to buy American Express. Cane
Ostlers Club. MasterCard Visa
Into relaterietaler DlSIRS Foe
Sat.o."
atop wairea mimes we aw• oe ml W.W.I.
11000vIaa
,S
,
,
Al
ataa.A.,/
AIN
.
10
•OP 1,0,750 S.SANY,,,,
0.
0
011/0511
WNW
atIO
at STaSIS t OC.111100“. UI 1170115
mCS. __UNIOMII11.0000011111111
11•11100110•111 AND 0550011145 au/0 10040Ca•NOT aamaaaaa

•

All Men's Suits, Sportcoats &
Corduroy Blazers

,SSS.' 8111(1•11
J111

haw Wm ions

55 Eu ei tie
70

1/2 Price

Men's Dress Shirts

Import Car Radials

51116/701113

20%Off

Skop

'*'50000000na P0C•11

SETTLE-WORK1v1AN

r
Rudolph Good yez
(502) 753-0$95

Downtown Murray
Where You'U Always Find Quality,Merdiendise At Ihmoso6oblio Prices And
Your Business Is Alweys Appreciated.

U.S. 641 S.

"Sullness Is Good"

Murray, Ky.

"We Hare A Winning Team - Quality, Quantity IL Price"

•••••
r

•

ii"'
"

